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ABSTRACT
The Treatment of the Monotheistic Religions in World
History High School Textbooks: A Comparison of
Sample Editions 2001-2007
by Jason Eugene Allen

This study examines the treatment of the three most practiced monotheistic religions,
Christianity, Islam, and Judaism, within the pages of High School World History
Textbooks. The results find that within World History textbooks Christianity and Islam
receive more coverage than Judaism in narrative content, word usage, illustrations, and
questions presented. Christianity receives the greatest amount of narrative content in all
textbooks studied whereas Islam has portrayals that highlight the spiritual aspects of the
religion to a greater extent than do Christianity and Judaism. Judaism received the least
amount of coverage of the three religions. Very little is presented concerning the
accomplishments and overall history of Judaism unless it has a connection to Christianity
or Islam. Prentice Hall has little change in monotheistic content between the selected
editions. The McDougal Littell text did make changes in its presentation of each of the
monotheistic religions.
The study analyzed two of the most commonly adapted textbook titles in The United
States: Prentice Hall’s World History: Connections to Today and McDougal Littell’s
Patterns of Interactions. The most recent edition of each title was analyzed and then
compared to the 2001 edition of the same title. As the analysis was completed, a journal
was maintained to record findings which were then placed within a data collection chart
created for this research. Quantitative findings were reported in absolute numbers and
percentages when appropriate with a narrative conclusion providing the study’s overall
findings.
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CHAPTER I
RATIONALE
Introduction to the Topic
Vic Kelly defines curriculum as “all the learning which is planned and guided by
the school, whether it is carried on in groups or individually, inside or outside the school”
(Kelly 1999). Using Kelly’s definition as a basis, few curriculums are as tied to
textbooks as history. In history classrooms, textbooks are often the focal point of
instruction and are the primary resource used in classrooms (McTygue 2005). Textbooks
also serve as a point of reference for students when completing assignments outside of
their educational setting.
The importance of textbooks in history education is shown by the amount of
debate on how specific content is presented in World History textbooks. Concern about
content incorporation in textbooks arises from the issue of who determines what topics
are included within the pages of editions. Many fear that special interest groups with
political allegiances, state adoption committees, and publishers have too much influence
over the content publisher’s place within World History textbooks. The resulting
allegation is World History textbooks present incomplete and inaccurate portions of
history and thus a flawed curriculum.
The discontent over World History textbooks is rooted in the 1960s and 1970s,
when social changes had far reaching influences on various aspects of American society.
These social changes called attention to an America of different races, ideas, and
advocated beliefs rather than a singular culture. This period of social upheaval allowed
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activists to stress the importance of understanding the histories of all people and not just
that of white Christian males.
One of the predominate affects of this social change is a questioning of the
content in history textbooks and how information is relayed to students. Educational
scholars such as Juel Janis (1970) have questioned whether the methods used by
American History textbooks to present content to students are precise. More specifically,
Janis (1970) asks if the stories of all the people who make up this country are being
portrayed in an accurate and in-depth manner. Some scholars believe there has been
great improvement. Clark, Allard, and Mahoney (2004) have found that the historical
content covering certain minority groups have progressively improved from the 1960s
through 1980s. Clark, Allard, and Mahoney (2004) found from their samples that the
content within recent history textbooks is more complete and accurate than in prior
periods.
Whereas textbook presentations of different groups have been classified as
positive in some recent American History textbook studies, many scholars have concerns
about how global issues are shown. James Loewen (1994) has been at the forefront of
claims that history textbooks omit the histories of various groups of people. Loewen
(1994) believes that history textbooks tend to give students simplistic information to
avoid controversy. Therefore, no controversy tied to a textbook will make it a more
attractive purchase for a school district.
Why Study Religion
The topic of religion continues to be a contentious topic in World History
textbooks. Followers of the major monotheistic religions often feel their religion’s
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history and basic ideologies are not portrayed accurately within World History textbooks.
Glenn Perry (1975) describes the portrayal of Islam as lacking by saying the faith “is
clearly considered like other non-western areas-to be a minor sideshow of the West”
(Perry 1975, 47). Twenty years after Perry’s claim, this sentiment of a false portrayal
began to be echoed by Christians and Jews regarding their faiths. Paul Boyer (1996)
finds that many Christian and Jews believe their faiths are purposely limited within the
pages of World History textbooks to satisfy other religious groups; specifically Islam.
Tense relationships between Christians, Muslims, and Jews hold the potential of
creating an atmosphere of misunderstanding. The PBS documentary “Three Faiths, One
God” (2005) stresses the concept that people often view each monotheistic religion as
different though each religion has its roots in the story of Abraham. Karen Armstrong
(2005) notes the “similar notions of the divine” are the key to understanding each of the
monotheistic faiths. Therefore, it might be expected that World History textbooks would
stress these similar traits in their presentations.
Recent events fuel the need for American youths to have an accurate
understanding of Christian, Islamic, and Jewish belief systems. In Holy War, Armstrong
(2001) states “on September 11, 2001, in an attack that changed the world forever,
Islamic extremists destroyed the World Trade Center in New York City and demolished a
wing of the Pentagon” (vii). The change Armstrong speaks of is not a political change,
but a cultural one. September 11, 2001 increased the importance of understanding Islam
and the relationship the faith shares with Christians and Jews. Many Americans have
little knowledge of Islam resulting in the potential for stereotyping all Muslims as
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extremist. Therefore, it is important for students to understand Islam to avoid the
formation of misconceptions of the religion.
Christianity’s importance to textbook and school curriculum is apparent because it
is the world’s most practiced religion with 2.1 billion followers (BBC). Additionally,
Christianity has shaped a large part of the western world. Christianity played a critical
part in the history of the Roman Empire and its eventual collapse (Santosuosso 2007).
Medieval European History had Christianity as the root of government, military, and
social life. It was a devotion to Christianity which launched the Crusades and thus laid
the foundation for much of today’s tensions between the east and west.
Many, including President George W. Bush (Allen 2005), make the claim that the
United States is a country whose philosophies are embedded totally in Christian
principles. Others, such as former Supreme Court nominee Robert Bork, and law
professor, Nancy Hamilton, make the argument that not only Christian ideas, but more
directly Judeo-Christian ideas, such as The Ten Commandments, are the nation’s
guideposts (Marriot 2004). The influence and role of Christian and Judeo-Christian ideas
on the United States is a topic which has been and will continue to be debated, but the
fact that it is even argued makes a strong case for understanding Christianity.
Like Christianity and Islam, an understanding of Judaism is critical for today’s
history curriculum. Judaism is the basis for both the Christian and Islamic religions
providing many of the prophets and heroes for both religions. Therefore to properly
understand either Christianity or Islam, one must understand Judaism.
A subject often established as a staple in many school’s curriculum is the
Holocaust. The event of the Holocaust and the correlated establishment of the nation of
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Israel are both directly tied to followers of the Jewish faith. Therefore, for students to
have an understanding of the two events, they must have an understanding of Judaism.
The recreation of Israel is a major cause of the tensions between the Islamic Arabs and
Jews that influence our modern world to this day. Consequently, it is critical for
textbooks to present Judaism in a complete and accurate manner so students can
understand the disputes and discussions taking place in the Middle East.
Importance of Textbooks
Research reports that “textbook related activities occupy 70% to 95% of class
time in American schools (Wade 1993). With such numbers in mind, the role of World
History textbooks would seem to contribute a large role in the understanding of the
monotheistic religions. World History textbooks provide many students their first and
sometimes only opportunity to study the histories of the three major monotheistic
religions. Therefore it is important to know what and how information is being presented
about each of the three religions in World History textbooks.
The events in recent history and the large role textbooks play in history
instruction has led to expressions and charges concerning what is being presented
concerning the major monotheistic religions in World History textbooks. This
examination focuses on how the most commonly used World History high school
textbooks are presenting the beliefs, history, and practices of Christianity, Islam, and
Judaism.
Statement of the Problem
The overall problem that this research will examine is how publishers of high
school World History textbooks present Christianity, Islam, and Judaism. Currently,
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World History textbooks have an ever expanding number of pages, yet the claims of
incomplete coverage from followers and researchers of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism
continue to be made. Many are concerned not only about how the World History
textbooks present information on the faiths, but how deep and detailed the presentation is
or can be.
Diane Ravitch (2003) explains “religion presents a special problem for texts; they
can’t avoid acknowledging its significance but they care not to offend believers” (Ravitch
2003, 144). History as a subject examines topics in detail, but answers from topical
research is still from the perspective of the historian. Space in texts placed against the
numerous historical viewpoints demand textbook authors and publishers to make
decisions concerning what to include and what to omit. World History textbook authors
and publishers also have to account for the purpose of the book, society’s opinions on
topics, and the abilities of readers themselves. Regarding religion, the decisions made by
textbook authors, editors, and publishers often lead to claims that religious events and
vocabulary has been omitted. Increasingly, complaints about religion include bias
treatment or incorrect information. Claims are even made that the texts are too large and
complex for a student to comprehend. Ross Dunn (1989) believes the continuous
accusations of bias and inaccuracies have led publishers to present an overload of
information in textbooks. Religion can be a difficult subject to understand, therefore the
issue of whether World History textbooks are presenting information in a
comprehendible fashion to students is a concern.
Followers of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism have all made accusations of
incomplete or biased portrayals of their faith in school literature. In California, the World
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History textbook Across the Centuries, faced criticism that it favored Islam and had a
bias against Christianity (2002). Karima Alavi (2001) makes the exact opposite claim in
regards to Islamic definitions within World History textbooks and Fouad Moughrabi
(2001) believes Judaism and Israel as a whole receive special treatment within World
History textbooks. The complaints and claims from all three monotheistic religions are
wide-ranging and continue to mount. The concerns waged by the monotheistic religions
towards World History textbooks often have their foundation in personal relationships
each critic has to their religion’s history.
Purpose and Importance of this Study
The purpose of this study is to compile information related to the presentation of
the monotheistic religions in high school World History textbooks for grades 9-12. In
theory, World History textbooks provide a complete and unbiased account of a religion’s
background and major events to students. However, many scholars claim that it is
impossible to create an unbiased account of any subject let alone one as controversial as
religion. Richard Paxton (1999) notes the attempt to be unbiased limits a curriculum’s
ability to bring historical topics to students in a clear and precise manner. Paxton (1999)
claims that unbiased actually means do not offend anyone to the publishers. The idea
being World History textbook publishers are afraid to offend various religious groups for
fear of a decrease in sales because their World History textbook may be deemed as biased
against a certain group.
Christianity, Islam, and Judaism are three of the most practiced religions in the
world and they directly influence international policies and interactions. Therefore
“religion plays a significant role in history and society, study about religion is essential to
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understanding both the nation and the world” (Council of Islamic Education 2000, 5).
Followers of Christianity have a tremendous influence on United States’ policies
regarding social issues. The number of Jews and Muslims are not nearly as great in the
United States as Christians, but, as citizens, members of these religions expect the same
rights and respect as Christian citizens. As events associated with the religions impact
the actions of the United States; it becomes more apparent that the citizens of the United
States need to understand the foundation behind the three religions. This is why it is
important for World History textbooks to present the content of each faith in a
meaningful and accurate manner.
Tragic and violent events in the Middle East constantly can be traced back to the
interaction and relationship of Christian, Islamic, and Jewish individuals. The national
curriculum standards indicate that students should be provided an understanding of the
backgrounds of the religions (NCHS 1996). With national standards addressing the need
for religion in history curriculums, World History textbooks face the challenge of
presenting the three major monotheistic religions in a manner which is both accurate and
acceptable to numerous groups. An important concern is that “diversity-based content
decisions confuse the curriculum” (Sewall 2005, 498). When textbook publishers
attempt to include every piece of a monotheistic religion’s history, they run the risk of
including too much material. Given the breath of World History, there is a constant
battle for space. Many followers of the three monotheistic religions, including Alavi
(2001), Blasing (1996), and Oppewal (1985), believe that the religion having the greatest
amount of coverage within World History textbooks will be presented in the most
complete, accurate, and comprehensive manner.
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To Muslims, the topic of World History textbook portrayal has been an especially
sensitive subject because of recent United States and Jewish conflicts with nations
associated with the Islamic faith. Perry’s (1975) research on this allegation of a barbaric
portrayal of Muslims finds that definitions and events related to Islam do stress an
aggressive tone. Perry (1975) suggests that the results of this alleged depiction are World
History textbooks that show Muslims to be hostile towards other peoples.
The claims of textbook misrepresentation are not being made strictly by Muslims.
Christians have suspected biased wording and a total lack of coverage in World History
textbooks because the Christian faith makes up the largest religious group in the United
States. Christians feel that their faith is being taken for granted for the sake of avoiding
controversy with smaller religious groups (Oppewal 1985). The end result of such
complaints is that the Christians believe that textbooks present an inaccurate and
incomplete portrayal of their faith.
Like Muslims and Christians, the followers of Judaism have criticisms about their
faith’s depiction in World History textbooks. A major Jewish concern is that World
History textbooks cover Ancient Jewish History more in-depth than events affecting their
religion during the latter half of the twentieth century. Many Jews feel that their religion
receives little coverage in terms of Judaism’s religious beliefs. Arie Kizel (2005) claims
that modern events surrounding their histories are overshadowed by more traditional
topics such as Ancient Jewish History and The Holocaust.
The three major monotheistic religions can be addressed with teacher
presentations or in a video, but textbooks are the primary sources used to provide a
religion’s background. Therefore, it is important that the information being provided to
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students is able to be comprehended. The importance of this study is to discover if the
textbook presentation of the three major monotheistic religions is completed in a fashion
that allows students to gain a strong understanding of each faith, and the major historical
events that have shaped the religions history and that of its followers. Should the
information presented be incorrect or reflect a particular religion in an improper fashion
the result might be a lifetime of ignorance about a faith.
Research Questions
The question guiding this study is:
1. How are the three major monotheistic religions presented in high school
World History textbooks during the twenty-first century?
Sub-questions that will contribute to answering this question include:
1. What is the amount of narrative content for each monotheistic faith within
World History textbooks?
2. Which adjectives and verbs are used in World History textbooks when
discussing monotheistic beliefs and history?
3. What types of religious illustrations are shown in World History textbooks?
4. Have textbooks editions changed in terms of monotheistic content since
2001?
5. What questioning methods are used in World History textbooks?
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Content Analysis Studies
The literature reviewed for this study focused on two major topics. The first was
to look at prior content analysis studies to gain knowledge of what methods of analysis
have been successful. The second was to develop a better understanding of the issues
related to monotheistic religions and textbooks. This chapter analyzed prior studies
related to each of the three major monotheistic religions and textbooks to gain a broad
understanding of the issues facing each of the individual religions in a World History
textbook.
Ole Holsti’s (1969) general definition of content analysis provided a solid
explanation of the meaning of the process in terms of research. Holsti defined content
analysis as "any technique for making inferences by objectively and systematically
identifying specified characteristics of messages” (Holsti 1969, 1). Therefore, because a
content analysis can have multiple techniques to be completed, it was important to have a
firm plan for implementing the process.
Rahima Wade’s (1993) work Content Analysis of Social Studies Textbooks: A
Review of Ten Years of Research noted the design of a content analysis is critical towards
having a flourishing study. Wade (1993) examined prior content analysis studies and
came to the conclusion that many studies appeared to have a solid foundation, but the
data she gathered revealed serious flaws.
Wade’s (1993) found that most content analysis studies excelled at looking at
select portions within textbooks, but lacked completeness in other areas of the research.
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Wade (1993) believed a content analysis researcher needed to establish a set of categories
to serve as an outline for the initial research. Wade (1993) found content researchers
divided their categories into the topics of research, primary purpose of the study, and the
framing of the study. Wade (1993) thought the primary purpose category was a critical
part of a content analysis study because it established whether the content analysis was to
compare a topic within textbooks over a period of time or “compare changes in text
content to a standard of adequacy defined by an expert source” (Wade 1993, 235). The
comparison of content to a selected standard allowed the content analysis researcher to
make a conclusion whether the findings of a content analysis promoted or omitted a
selected topic.
To form the framework for conducting a proper study, Wade (1993) believed the
qualities that content analysis researchers look for in a textbook must be firmly
established. Wade (1993) noted secondary textbooks were used more often than middle
and elementary school textbooks, and that United States History textbooks were
overwhelming the most frequently studied type of textbook. A major issue that Wade
(1993) recognized was that the “area of need is the exploration of themes or events in K12 textbooks” (Wade 1993, 240). Focusing on a single theme allowed the research not to
get bogged down in various topics and issues.
Wade (1993) remarked that in the textbook content analysis she examined, few
researchers noted how they established their choice of sample. Wade observed the most
common reason for a textbook being selected for analysis was because the textbooks
were “major, widely used, or current” (Wade 1993, 240). Wade (1993) made the
argument that many content analysis researchers focused only on textbooks that were
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used in their home state which made for a very limited pool of researched textbooks.
Additionally, Wade (1993) felt that ten years was the maximum timeframe needed to
create a suitable frame for research. Wade (1993) observed that content analysis
researchers needed to “provide a thoughtful justification for the selection of texts” (Wade
1993, 240). Focusing on textbook selection was the overlooked portion of a content
analysis study. The topic(s) which the content researcher examined sometimes
overshadowed the selection of textbooks and thus limited the findings of the research.
Another portion of analysis that cannot be abbreviated was the categories of
analysis. Wade (1993) believed that content researchers do not clearly define the
categories that were being studied. The categories studied are listed with no reason
provided as an explanation for selection. The Garcia and Tanner (1985) study of
African-Americans in textbooks provided excellent guidelines for the establishment of
questions from interviews to form the categories of a study. These questions generated
the sample material that is studied. Whether it is the examination of particular words or
text passages, Wade (1993) believed the unit of analysis had to be properly established in
order to conduct a proper content analysis. Like the formation of the categories, the unit
of analysis had to be properly justified for the content analysis research to be complete.
Adel Al-Bataineh’s (2000) work The Development of a Content Analysis
Instrument for Analyzing College-Level Textbooks Used in the United States To Teach
about the Middle East focused on the creation of an accurate instrument, or a set of
guidelines needed to analyze a document, to examine textbook topics. Al-Bataineh
(2000) looked at how to create an instrument that eliminated subjectivity. To accomplish
this task Al-Bataineh (2000) used “the sets of goals and standards” (Al-Bataineh 2000,
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16) developed by numerous educational councils such as the National Council for Social
Studies and The National Council for World History to determine what students know
about Middle East History. Al-Bataineh (2000) then mailed the instrument to numerous
Middle East experts to rate the instrument and provided the opportunity for them to
suggest any additional topics. From the standards and opinions, Al-Bataineh (2000)
created an instrument to analyze how college level textbooks covered Middle East
History.
Derrick Alridge (2006) used a detailed content analysis in his work The Limits of
Master Narratives in History Textbooks: An Analysis of Respresentations of Martin
Luther King. Jr. Alridge (2006) combined analysis with qualitative methods to look for
patterns within history textbooks about Dr. King. This method of reporting an analysis is
similar to Leah Wasburn’s (1997) Accounts of Slavery: An Analysis of United States
History Textbooks from 1900-1992. Both studies analyzed their sampled textbooks and
focused strictly on patterns of development within the pages of the textbooks. Alridge
(2006) designed his study using historian Richard Beringer’s “straightforward approach
to conducting literary analysis: (1) read the literature, (2) note the themes, (3) discuss the
themes, and (4) support your conclusion by example” (Alridge 2006). Using this
method, Aldridge (2006) found that textbooks tended to portray individuals and events in
history as fictional. Aldridge (2006) felt that the language in the textbooks was focused
on presenting a good narrative as opposed to presenting facts.
Textbooks and Religion Over the Years
Concerns about the role of religion within the framework of World History
textbooks have gained prominence with educational and historical scholars over the last
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four decades. The result of these research efforts have increased viewpoints and concerns
on issues pertaining to each of the monotheistic faiths. Christianity, Islam, and Judaism
have particular issues that have been the focus of prior research. These issues have been
the subject of numerous studies from the 1970s and until today.
The Portrayal of Religion in Schools
The social and cultural change that arose during the Vietnam era was seen in
textbook analysis in the 1970s. The 1970s saw educators examine the portrayal of topics
related to the race, gender, and religion in student textbooks. From the 1970s through the
current time, religions, specifically monotheistic religions, and their presentation in
textbooks have been the focus of different special interest groups, scholars, and religious
practitioners.
During the 1970s, Michael Kane (1970) and Glenn Perry (1975) looked at the
Jewish and Islamic religions in comparison to Christianity. Kane (1970) focused mostly
on Judaism and Perry (1975) on Islam. Their findings were that textbooks from the
1960s and 1970s presented Judaism and Islam in incomplete fashions. The history of the
religions and the people who practiced the faiths were shown in generalizations or used
language that provided incomplete explanations of complex topics and events.
Michael Kane’s (1970) examination of textbooks came to the conclusion that the
treatment of Jewish viewpoints and history was lacking when compared to Christianity
and Islam. Kane (1970) believed that most World History textbooks presented a stronger
portrayal of ancient Jewish history than of modern events that involved Islamic and
Jewish relations. Kane (1970) stated textbooks “continue to follow the practice of
devoting more space to the ancient Hebrews than to later Jewish History” (Kane 1970,
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14). Kane (1970) believed that an explanation as to why Israel was the monotheistic
battleground needed to be explained within in textbooks. Kane’s work established an
early template for later religious studies in World History textbooks.
Glenn Perry’s (1975) Treatment of the Middle East in American High School
Textbooks presented the idea that western terms needed to be removed when examining
the Islamic faith in textbooks. The issue of proper terminology and language continued
to be one of the major issues about the presentation of religion in textbooks. When
comparing textbooks that discussed both the Islamic and Western worlds, Perry (1975)
stated, “The Middle East, in such cases, is clearly considered-like other non-western
areas-to be a minor sideshow of the West” (Perry 1975, 47). Perry (1975) also found that
though 1970s textbooks contained no open attacks on Islam, the textbook facts were often
incorrect. Additionally, Perry (1975) believed that textbooks were overall misleading in
regards to Islam. Perry (1975) used the example of how the God of the Christian and
Jewish faiths is portrayed as a different God than Islam’s Allah. This was done by the
use of capitalization. Perry (1975) noted that textbooks he examined referred to the
Christian God with the capitalization of the letter “G”. Yet when speaking of Islam, the
word “god” was lower case. Perry (1975) believed that the subtle usage of capitalization
sent a tremendous message to students. That message was that Islam was not on the
same level of importance as Christianity and Judaism.
The concern that arose during the 1970s about religion and its portrayal in World
History textbooks continued into the 1980s. During the 1970s, terminology and language
use became a major issue in relationship to the presentation of the religions, yet the depth
of coverage began to be questioned in the 1980s. This was especially true among
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Christians who felt their religion’s textbook coverage was being sacrificed for the cause
of political correctness. Some Christians felt that their faith was being provided less
narrative content in textbooks because of publisher desire to please other religions.
Additionally, the 1980s saw the Reagan administration’s A Nation at Risk: The
Imperative for Educational Reform (1983) ignite a reform effort that influenced all
aspects within the education community.
This Christian reaction reflected the politics of the times. Where the 1970s’
writings on textbooks and religion showed a desire for social change and more diversity
in the country, the 1980s was a time of more conservative and business orientated
politics. The results of this combination of 1970s cultralism and 1980s conservatism was
shown in content analysis studies on monotheistic religions.
Donald Oppewal (1985) examined how Christianity was portrayed in American
textbooks in his writing Religion in American Textbooks. Oppewal (1985) found that
many textbooks did not show Christian beliefs in a positive light. It is not that the
textbook companies totally ignored the Christian belief, but instead they omitted the
teachings of the church. The language and presentation styles employed by textbook
publishers eliminated the positive and negative roles that Christianity has played in
World History. Oppewal (1985) found that Christianity topics were provided little
coverage within the pages of World History textbooks and therefore incomplete
information was provided to readers. Oppewal (1985) believed that “ignoring the church
does not seem to be an oversight” (Oppewal 1985, 17). Instead, Christian beliefs were
overlooked because the textbook publishers’ wanted to avoid the controversy of
appearing to embrace the Christian faith. His theory being that by putting less emphasis
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on Christianity, the publishers faced fewer complaints from other religions and made
their World History textbooks more attractive to purchase.
A study completed by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development ASCD (1987), examined religion’s place in the educational curriculum.
The ASCD’s found that religion was presented in an incomplete and misleading manner.
For example, the ASCD found that when looking at the Crusades a “student can come
away from a textbook account of the Crusades with the notion that these wars to win the
Holy Land and establish Christendom were little more than exotic shopping expeditions”
(ASCD 1987, 570). It is this process that led to the ASCD’s conclusion that religion was
omitted from textbooks because of the controversial nature of the topic. Similar to
Oppewal’s (1985) theory, the ASCD concluded religion, if not covered, cannot be a
problem for publishers. The ASCD discovered that vague language and broad meanings
were used for religious topics so publishers had little trouble from the consumer.
Where in the 1970s and 1980s the political climate influenced how the
monotheistic religions were shown in textbooks, the 1990s had a major event that
reshaped the focus of curriculum and the way textbooks presented World History topics.
The major event was the establishment of the National History Standards. These
standards forced textbook publishers to reorganize the way historical topics were
presented in order to meet the guidelines of the standards. Therefore, the studies
completed on religion during the early part of the 1990s sound similar to the concerns of
prior decades. Yet, as the effects of 1996’s National History Standards took a hold on
curriculum, the language and presentation styles in World History textbooks were
directed towards the national standards. Still, religious language and presentation styles
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continued to be a major concern during the period after the establishment of National
History Standard.
When analyzing the topic of religion in textbooks, Carleton Young (1995) wrote
that religion was often omitted because any controversial topic hurt sales. Young’s thesis
was a continuation of the claims of Oppewal (1985) and the ASCD (1987) that publishers
omitted religious topics for fear of losing sales. Young (1995) implied that anything
remotely religious “seemed to inexplicably disappear from the American scene” (Young
1995, 266). Young (1995), whose study focused mainly on Christianity, stated that a
range of topics from the Reformation to the definition of Christmas have been altered or
omitted in the hopes of not offending anyone.
Blasing (1996) discussed how Islamic schools in the United States and Great
Britain have never been accepted like Christian schools, which he reasoned was because
the western nations attempt “to define things in simplistic terms of good and evil”
(Blasing 1996, 108). Blasing (1996) believed that if Muslims and their religion were
portrayed honestly in textbooks, toleration for the religion would increase. Blasing
(1996) identified three major areas that textbooks misconstrued to students. The three
stated misconceptions were Islam has little in common with Christianity and Judaism,
jihad is violent in nature, and polygamy is a common occurrence in Islamic society.
Blasing suggested that educators look towards resources, such as primary sources and
historical fiction, to present an understanding of the practices and beliefs of Muslims.
The new millennium continued the movement of textbook publishers to meet the
National History Standards. Like in prior decades, the language and methods used to
present the monotheistic religions continued to be the source of debate. The terrorist
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attacks of 9/11 brought renewed focus and sensitivities on the language and presentation
styles used to teach Christianity, Judaism, but especially with Islam.
The concern that textbooks did not present the correct information and definitions
about the Islamic religion was something that Karima Alavi (2001) endorsed in At Risk of
Prejudice: Teaching Tolerance about Muslim Americans. Alavi believed that this trend
of presenting incorrect definitions took on an added importance after the 2001 attacks on
New York and Washington. Alavi (2001) held that textbooks have a responsibility to
portray Islam as a religion that does not support violence towards other people. Alavi
(2001) made the point that “Textbooks often erroneously state that the word Islam means
the same as the English word submission. The word is actually derived from the Arabic
word meaning peace” (Alavi 2001, 345). Alavi (2001) noted that only when textbooks
begin to stress the peaceful aspects of the Islamic religion do students begin to understand
that most followers of Islam are peaceful people.
Fouad Moughrabi (2001) felt that the misrepresentation of the Islamic people
began to influence government policies. An example that Moughabi (2001) cited stems
from the 1994 Oslo agreement, which granted Palestine the ability to form its own
educational system. Moughrabi (2001) alleged that the United States put pressure on the
Palestinians to make textbooks that were pro-Jewish. Moughrabi (2001) assumed that the
United States put pressure on the Palestinians because the United States government
is/was pro-Israeli. Moughrabi (2001) contended that this was doubly insulting because
an Islamic nation could not write its own version of history.
Rod Dreher’s (2002) findings about Islam were different than Moughrabi’s (2001)
research. Citing research done with the California textbook, Across the Centuries,
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Dreher (2002) found that Islam was favored over Christianity and Judaism in terms of
language and total pages used to present Islam. Dreher claimed that the language used to
describe Islam was a “rosier picture of Islam than facts warrant” (Dreher 2002, 1).
Dreher did not reject the notion that Islam needed to be taught, but felt the positive and
negative aspects of the faith needed to be present. This meant issues such as the treatment
of women and the radical followers of Islam needed to be addressed in the California
textbook.
Dreher (2002) wrote that the Across the Centuries textbook favored Islam in
terms of page count. He cited that the “birth and expansion of Islam (had) 55 pages; the
Middle Ages in Europe received merely seven, and the Byzantine Empire six” (Dreher
2002, 2). Dreher (2002) found that notable Christian events such as the Reformation
received little narrative content. And when Christianity had substantial coverage, the
writing was very critical of the faith.
Diane Ravitch (2003) examined the treatment of religion in her work Language
Police. Ravitch (2003) believed that textbook authors are apprehensive to address
anything related to religion, which only allowed for explanations that are vague and
provide little real information on the faith discussed. Ravitch (2003) wrote that in the
textbooks she examined, the role of religion in world conflicts was usually not
mentioned. This type of omission regarding religion was what Ravitch (2003) found
troubling. She believed that by omitting the role that religion played in the world,
textbooks have not provided students a full understanding of the world at large.
The American Textbook Council’s (2003) report on Islam’s presentation in
textbooks supported Alavi’s (2001) findings that United States textbooks had a tendency
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to oversimplify the philosophy and definitions that were associated with Islam lessons.
The report did take issue with the way United States textbooks have taken the continents
with strong Islamic populations and shown their histories as mostly positive. The report
found that “students today are likely to obtain a rose-colored version of African, Middle
Eastern, and Asian history” (American Textbook Council, 2003, 76). The report
concluded that providing accurate definitions was critical, but it is also important to note
the positives and negatives in a society’s history and laws.
Gilbert Sewall (2003) examined the treatment of Islam in textbooks and came to
the conclusion that textbooks attempted to cover Islam in a fair and consistent manner.
Sewall (2003) felt the real issue was that the information was often misrepresented. He
noted the word jihad because it is mostly defined as meaning “holy war.” Sewall (2003)
noted this was the primary problem when writing about Islam in textbooks. Western
views and terms were used to explain meanings, which led to misinterpretation. To
provide the best educational meaning of the term jihad, the Council on Islamic Education
believed that it should be better defined as “struggle” or “exertion.” Sewall (2003)
concluded that to better understand the Islamic faith students needed to be presented with
an accurate definition of terms. Sewall (2003) felt the key was to present meanings of
basic Islamic terms, but not to overwhelm students with a floodgate of information.
Phillip Cunningham (2003) found similar trends in regards to the Jewish faith and
Catholic School History textbooks. Cunningham looked at particular topics within
Catholic School History textbooks and found that major topics were presented with
questionable wording. Topics such as the fact that Jesus was a Jew, Jesus’ relationship
with the Jewish people, and the relationship between Christianity and Judaism were often
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presented with language that limited the background of the Jewish faith or simply omitted
it. Cunningham (2003) believed that textbooks have tended to use words and
presentation styles that lead the reader to believe that Jesus had little respect for the
teachings of the Jewish faith. Cunningham (2003) understood that the direct result of this
presentation was the elevation of Christian teachings and the lowering of Jewish ones.
Judaism’s role in the Holocaust has recently been debated within the pages of
World History textbooks. Daniel Napolitano (2006) feared that often the Holocaust was
discussed in terms of macabre numbers rather than the impact on followers of Judaism.
Napolitano (2006) concluded that romantic language was used to discuss rescuers and
often the reason for Jewish mistreatment under Nazi Germany is overlooked. Napolitano
(2006) believed that to properly teach the Holocaust, students needed to receive
background knowledge of Judaism.
Napolitano (2006) also stressed the importance of language for both Judaism and
Christianity in terms of language that referred to the words anti-Judaism and anti
Semitism. Napolitano wrote the “hyphen in anti-Judaism appropriately indicates beliefs
and actions that are opposed to Jews as a religious body” (Napolitano 2006, 10). This
was important when discussing Christianity and its relationship to Judaism because the
hyphen shows the differences between Christianity and Judaism lie in terms of religious
beliefs.
Napolitano (2006) noted that “the term anti Semitism is spelled without a hyphen
because it connotes actions not against Semites in general, but Jews in particular”
(Napolitano 2006, 10). Therefore, anti-Judaism was the correct religious term when
noting religious differences between Christianity and Judaism.
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Sewall (2005) stated in another writing related to textbooks, Textbook Publishing
(2005), “Diversity-based content decisions confuse the curriculum” (Sewall 2005, 498).
Therefore, when looking at Islam and other religions, textbook authors have to be sure
not to overload textbooks with information in an effort to please every interest group.
Most importantly, the objective should be to verify that the information given was
accurate, and focused less on including every minuscule detail about a topic. Sewall
(2005) did not see the merits of attempting to overload students with superfluous facts
just to please political action groups.
The director of the Center for Religious Freedom, Nina Shea (2006), discovered
that this influence works both ways. Where Moughrabi (2001) claimed that the United
States influenced World History textbooks, Shea (2006) felt that Saudi Arabia was
influencing textbooks in a unique way within the United States. This method of
influence came from Saudi Arabian Academies that are located in numerous countries,
including the United States. These schools are run by the Saudi Arabian government and
therefore use the same textbooks as the Saudi public school system. Shea (2006)
believed that these textbooks, from the first grade to the twelfth grade, preach “an
ideology of hatred toward Christians and Jews and Muslims who do not follow Wahhabi
doctrine” (Shea, 2006, B4). Shea (2006) wanted her readers to understand that textbooks
from non-traditional sources, such as Saudi Arabia, have a tremendous influence on
students learning within our borders.
Some believe that the hurtful language Shea (2006) referred to in her study was
not done in a malicious manner. Instead, it sometimes was done because it was the norm
and became a sub-conscious habit. Al De Zutter (2006) found that often when defining
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terms that cross into the histories of Christianity and Judaism, the Christian meaning was
the dominate definition used.
More specifically, Zutter (2006) found that Judaism was the religion that suffered
in terms of terminology and vocabulary space. Zutter (2006) established that the terms
Israel, Jesus, Jews, Holocaust, and Crusades all are defined in textbooks with wording
that favored Christianity or totally omitted the Jewish prospective. When referring to the
Crusades, textbooks often used language from the Christian point of view and totally left
out how the event influenced Jewish people. Zutter (2006) discussed that since the
establishment of Vatican II Judaism’s position in textbooks, especially textbooks used in
Catholic schools, had improved. Zutter (2006) found that pre-Vatican II textbook
language was hate filled and biased towards Jews. Zutter (2006) commended the
improvement towards softer language towards the Jewish faith and believed the bigger
area of concern was the omission of details about Judaism.
Researchers of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism textbook content have generally
come to the conclusion that textbook coverage was lacking in regards to the major
monotheistic religions. This was especially true in terms of the language used to present
the information. Often, these claims came from the belief that one or two of the
monotheistic religions were favored over another(s). The use of broad terms, incorrect
definitions, and omitted portions of histories were a major sample of the findings made
regarding the monotheistic religions in textbooks.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Design of the Study
The purpose of this chapter is to present the research design that was used to
analyze how Christianity, Islam, and Judaism are portrayed in selected World History
textbooks. This chapter provides an explanation for the selection sample and the methods
used to record and analyze the data. The study’s overall purpose was to examine how
monotheistic religions were covered in high school World History textbooks in terms of
the wording and content selection.
This study used the process of content analysis to research the presentation of the
monotheistic religions in World History textbooks. Content analysis does not have a
single definition. Kimberly Neuendorf (2002) summarized a content analysis “as the
systematic, objective, and quantitative analysis of message characteristics” (Neuendorf
2002, 1). Robert Weber (1990) stated a content analysis “is a research method that uses a
set of procedures to make inferences from text” (Weber 1990, 9). For the purposes of
this study, a content analysis study was an examination of the decisions made to insert
information in the works. Meaning, this study developed a repeatable examination
method to accomplish an objective and accurate study of the language, graphics, and
space used to present the monotheistic religions.
Leah Wasburn (1997) employed this approach to content analysis in her sixty-five
textbook analysis of slavery in United States History textbooks from years 1900-1992.
Washburn formed a method of analysis to identify patterns that developed in the
language and imagery related to the presentation of slavery over a period of ninety-two
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years. This study attempted to use a similar method by locating and analyzing the
presentation of the monotheistic religions, but over a shorter time-span.
Rahima Wade (1993) suggested that content analysis studies focus on specific
content to accomplish a more complete study of a document. Following Wade’s
suggestion, this study was organized to center solely on the presentation of the three
major monotheistic faiths. How the World History textbooks incorporated language,
visual aids such as maps and artwork, and space were the specific topics examined in the
presentation.
Textbook Sample
The textbooks examined were those identified by The American Textbook
Council (ATC) as the two most adopted high school World History textbooks in the
United States. These textbooks were Prentice Hall’s World History: Connections to
Today and Houghton Mifflin’s Patterns of Interaction. The ATC established that World
History: Connections to Today and Patterns of Interaction “have gained national
dominance and are used in World History classes nationwide” (Sewall 2004, p. 5).
According to the American Council of Textbooks, both textbooks had experienced an
upward trend in adoption throughout the current decade.
The most recent editions of these textbooks at the establishment of the study were
read to locate designated content concerning the three monotheistic religions.
Additionally, the edition closest to, but not published after, the year 2001 was analyzed.
The year 2001 was used as a marker for older textbooks because of possible changes in
the portrayal of monotheistic religions as a result of the events of September 11, 2001.
Though, the event of September 11, 2001 cannot be classified as a religious episode, the
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date is a critical point in modern history and has sparked a renewed interest in the
relationships of Christians, Jews, and Muslims. All three monotheistic religions have
cultural and political connections related to the event and thus each was analyzed to see if
these connections have created any alterations within World History textbooks. Possible
alterations included religious content, how the content was presented, and the amount of
religious content.
The textbooks used for the study were student editions. The selection of student
editions as opposed to teacher editions was rationalized by focusing upon the very
content a student reads in World History textbooks. Thus, the content analyzed in the
research was the same as that being provided to students by textbook publishers.
Creation of the Data Chart
To accomplish the goal of performing an accurate content analysis, this study
developed a chart to gather data. The chart employed discovered the amount and modes
that each textbook used to cover monotheistic religion topics. The chart was divided into
separate categories to gather information to compare between the four examined
textbooks. See Appendix A.
The chart examined the concepts named and explained, verbs and adjectives used,
the line space provided to each religion, the location of each religion within the
textbooks, questions asked about the religion, and the types of illustrations used to
present information related to the monotheistic religions. Together, this information
provided knowledge on the presentation of the monotheistic religions within the
textbooks. The consistent charting of data provided an opportunity for identifying
changes between the editions. This approach of examining the language, space, and
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imagery was similar to the content analysis study completed by Sleeter and Grant (1991)
who examined racial treatment in textbooks. By examining the language, space, and
images, the analysis better understood the messages, both subtle and direct, which were
relayed to the students by the textbooks.
The Process of Analysis
The study employed Rahima Wade’s (1993) suggestion that a journal be
maintained while completing a content analysis. Maintaining a journal provided a
location to place the identified trends, omissions, patterns, and comparison of sampled
textbooks and the opportunity to raise questions and identify problems during the data
gathering. Using Wade’s suggestion, this study maintained individual journals for each
individual textbook title analyzed. Additionally, because of the length of World History
textbooks, the journal provided an opportunity to supply immediate reaction towards the
coverage of monotheistic religions. The content recorded in the journal was placed on the
appropriate portion of the data collection chart. The chart was a source to record findings
within the textbooks including the number of lines devoted to topics within each religion,
a location to address claims made by other researchers related to monotheistic coverage
in World History textbooks, and a site to evaluate the overall coverage of the
monotheistic religions in World History textbooks.
The information from the individual World History textbooks entered on the chart
allowed for the trends to be recognized and comparisons made. The data chart provided
the opportunity to analyze and compare textbook information in an organized manner.
By placing the raw data within chart, it can be evaluated for the accuracy of summary
statements, conclusions, and findings.
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Classification of Questions
Questions related to the monotheistic religions within the sampled textbooks were
analyzed and classified using Bloom’s Taxonomy. To limit the subjectivity of question
classifying within Bloom’s scale, an organizational chart developed by Anderson and
Krathwohl (2001) was used. The Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) chart uses key phrases
and terms to categorize a question as either a higher / more critical thinking based or as
more identification / recall type of question within Bloom’s Taxonomy.
Reporting the Data
Quantifiable data was reported in absolute numbers and percentages were the
statistical measurements for reporting and comparing the treatments. The number of
pages devoted to each religion led to a percentage comparison of the increases and
decreases in monotheistic religion coverage among the current and older editions of the
textbooks and the different textbook titles. Percentages permitted for a comparison of
trends among textbook publishers and the amount of space devoted to each monotheistic
religion in the individual textbooks. The specific patterns and trends that developed were
reported in the narration of conclusions.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE CONTENT ANALYSIS

The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings and the analysis how the
three major monotheistic religions are presented in commonly adopted high school World
History textbooks. To accomplish a complete analysis, the space devoted to each religion
in terms of lines and illustrations was counted and compared. Additionally, the types of
questions, critical thinking versus basic recall questions, and the word use within the
textbook were recorded and analyzed. The textbook titles selected for analysis are the
two most commonly adopted titles as established by the American Textbook Council;
Prentice Hall’s World History: Connections to Today and McDougal Littell’s Patterns of
Interaction. To determine if a change in coverage has been done within a book, the 2001
edition of each textbook was considered and the current edition published at the
establishment of this research. This chapter reports the findings of each sub-question and
noted the changes between editions of the same publisher for the selected World History
textbooks. The chapter concludes with a narrative description of each publisher’s book.
Lines of Religious Content
World History: Connections to Today
The number of lines devoted to each religion was gathered as a way to define the
importance of people and events which each publisher determined as critical to
understanding each individual faith. The total number lines for each faith were broken
down into the three subcategories of topics, events, and conversion. The topics category
consisted of sentences that were classified as: background, events or major proceedings
associated with the religion, and conversions or acceptance of the faith. The number of
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lines for each edition and the percent of change between editions are recorded in Table 1.
In the process of gathering the data it was discovered that the textbooks also commented
on religions in general and the number of lines devoted to such references are reported.
Table 1
Lines Devoted to Religious Content:
World History: Connections to Today 2001 and 2005 Editions
Textbook: World History: Connections to Today
Religion
2001
2005

Percentage Change

1470

0%

Context/Background 921

921

0%

Events

306

306

0%

Conversion

243

243

0%

1021

1087

+6.4%

Context/Background 547

547

0%

Events

235

265

+12.7%

Conversion

239

275

+15%

288

288

0%

91

91

0%

164

164

0%

33

33

0%

244

244

0%

Context/Background 115

115

0%

129

129

0%

0

0

0%

Christian

Islam

Judaism
Context/Background
Events
Conversion
Religion in General

Events
Conversion

1470
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World History: Connections to Today reflected no increase or decrease in the
amount of information developed to the religion of Christianity between 2001 and 2005.
Both provided 1470 lines devoted to Christian topics. Judaism, like Christianity,
maintained the same amount of lines with 288 devoted to the religion.
The religion of Islam was the only monotheistic religion that experienced an
increase of coverage between the two editions. The 2001 edition provided 1021 lines to
Islamic whereas the 2005 edition contained 1087, an increase of 66 lines, and equal to a
percentage increase of 6.4%. Increases tend to focus on including events that happened
since the 2001 edition was published and more space devoted to the religious beliefs of
the faith. The events related to the topic of terrorism and include the ties some Islamic
groups have with terrorist organizations. The actions of the Taliban in Afghanistan and
the group’s belief in an extreme version of the Islamic faith accounted for much of the
increase in the line count. The Taliban’s laws associated with their perception of the
Islamic faith were given as a reason for the western invasion into Afghanistan. Overall,
this publisher made few changes in the total religious content to the textbook.
Lines of Religious Content
Patterns of Interaction
The same treatment for data gathering and presentation were applied to Patterns
of Interaction. The results are presented in Table 2 below.
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Table 2
Lines Devoted to Religious Content:
Patterns of Interaction 2001 and 2007 Editions
Textbook: Patterns of Interaction
Religion
2001

2007

Christian

1196

+1.4%

Context/Background 507

505

‐ .3%

Events

349

345

‐1.1%

Conversion

323

346

+7.1%

718

753

+4.8%

Context/Background 346

321

‐7.7%

Events

205

289

+40.9%

Conversion

167

143

+13.9%

368

355

‐3.6%

67

69

+2.9%

Events

174

185

+6.3%

Conversion

127

101

+25.7%

175

170

‐2.9%

48

42

+14.2%

127

128

+.78%

0

0

Islam

Judaism
Context/Background

Religion in General
Context/Background
Events
Conversion

1179

Percentage Change

0%

The Patterns of Interactions 2001 edition provided 1179 lines devoted to the
Christian faith, and in the 2007 edition has 1196 lines an increase of 1.4%. Most of the
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changes related to England becoming a Protestant nation. The English Protestant
movement increased a total of 20 lines over the 2001 coverage of the topic.
Islam also had an increase in the amount of lines in the Patterns of Interaction
textbook. The 2001 edition provided the reader with 718 lines of Islamic content while
the 2007 edition provided 753 lines resulting in a 4.8% increase in Islamic coverage.
Similar to World History: Connections to Today, the increase in Patterns of Interaction
was largely explained by the inclusion of recent world events. Events related to the rise
of the Taliban and the treatment of Muslims after the 9/11 terrorist attacks accounted for
increased coverage.
Judaism was the lone monotheistic religion that saw a decreased coverage
between the 2001 to 2007 editions. The 2001 edition had 368 lines of related content
whereas the 2007 reduced to a total of 355 for a decrease of 3.6%. The decrease was
found mostly in the area that explained the religion’s beliefs and foundations especially
in reference to early prophets, beliefs, and laws. Sections associated with Moses,
Abraham, The Promise Land and The 10 Commandments also saw slight decreases.
Taken as a whole, McDougal Littell Patterns of Interaction reflected a change
between the 2001 and 2007 editions. Christianity and Islam witnessed increased total
coverage whereas Judaism and general religious topics slightly decreased.
Illustrations
World History: Connections to Today
The illustrations within the textbooks were totaled and broken down by types.
The percentage of increase or decrease was calculated and reported on Table 3. For the
purposes of this study, illustrations were classified as anything that was not located
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within the main portion of the literature. Therefore, maps, inserted portions from primary
sources, timelines, and graphs were all considered illustrations. Both textbook titles also
used sidebars to connect historical topics with the modern world. These were considered
within the illustrations. It should be noted that primary sources and sidebars with captions
were included as part of the illustration count.
Table 3
Total Number of Illustrations Related to the Monotheistic Religions:
World History: Connections to Today
Textbook: World History: Connections to Today
Religion
2001
2005
Christian

58

70

Picture

19

22

Timeline

6

6

Biography

5

5

Maps and Graphs
Primary Sources
Modern Links
Compare
Islam

Percentage Change
+20.6%

9

8

18

14

7

3
3

3

26

33

Picture
9

13

Timeline

3

3

Biography

2

2

Maps and Graphs

3

6

36

+26.9%

Primary Sources

6

6

Modern Links

1

1

Compare

2

2

11

14

Picture

2

4

Timeline

2

2

Biography

1

1

Maps and Graphs

1

1

Primary Sources

3

4

Modern Links

0

0

Compare

2

2

Judaism

+27.2%

The World History: Connections to Today textbook reflected a 14.7% increase in
the amount of illustrated related materials presented within the pages of the textbook.
This increase came from the addition of 15 images. The bulk of the increase in terms of
the individual monotheistic religions came from within the Christian religion.
Christianity had 58 various spatial objects within the pages of the 2001 edition of the
World History: Connections to Today textbook, but the 2005 edition had 70 images. This
was a 20.6% increase from the 2001 to 2005 version of the textbook. The bulk of the
increase found in the 2005 editions was from the use of pictures, using primary source
sidebars, and modern connections on the pages of the textbook. The 2005 edition
included illustrated information related to Pope John Paul II and the role of the Russian
Orthodox Church in the post-communist Russia that are not included in the earlier
edition.
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Judaism experiences an increase of 27.2% from 2001 to 2005 in terms of the use
illustrations. The 2001 edition of World History: Connections to Today devoted space to
11 various visual types compared to the 2005 edition increased to a total of 14. The
increase of three is mostly scene in the use of Judaic pictures, which increased from two
in the 2001 edition to four in the 2007. The added illustrations focused upon more
Common Era events in Jewish history as opposed to ancient history. The added pictures
focused on the Dreyfus Affair occurring during the late 19th century France and a modern
image of Jerusalem. The latter picture provided information on the struggles between the
Jewish and Islamic faiths regarding Jerusalem and its effect on the modern world.
Islam experienced an increase of 26.9% from the 2001 to 2005 editions of the
World History: Connections to Today textbooks with the earlier edition providing 26
illustrated examples of content and the later edition having 33. The majority of the
changes appear in the pictures of Islamic figures and artwork. Similar to the increase in
Judaism’s illustrated coverage, the majority of Islam’s increases occurred with the
inclusion of more modern events of the Common Era. The 2005 edition of Connections
to Today added images of such 20th century people as Ayatollah Khomeini and Ataturk.
The inclusion of more illustrations was a major change for Prentice Hall. The
illustration portion reflected greater change than the written content.
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Illustrations
Patterns of Interaction
The classification information for Patterns of Interaction reflected a consistent
increase of information as shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Illustrations Related to the Monotheistic Religions:
Patterns of Interactions
Textbooks: Patterns of Interaction
Religion
2001

2007

Christian

71

74

Picture

28

26

Timeline

6

7

Biography

9

7

Maps and Graphs

10

12

Primary Sources

10

11

Modern Link

6

11

Compare

2

2

44

44

15

15

Timeline

2

1

Biography

4

3

Maps and Graphs

9

10

Primary Sources

9

8

Modern Links

4

5

Islam
Picture

39

Percentage Change
+4.2%

0%

1

2

20

30

Picture

8

6

Timeline

0

1

Biography

3

2

Maps and Graphs

5

5

Primary Sources

1

12

Modern Links

2

2

Compare

1

2

Compare
Judaism

+50%

The Patterns of Interaction textbook saw an increase of 9.6% in terms of content
related to illustrated material. The 2001 edition provided 135 images to the reader and the
2007 edition supplies 148 thus a total of 13 more illustrations.
The Christian religion saw an increase of three from 71 in 2001 to a 2007 total of
74. Christianity’s 4.2% increase came mostly from the increase in the number of “modern
links.” Also, Christianity had a decrease in pictures, but an increase in maps and graphs.
Patterns of Interactions had a large increase in illustrated material related to
Judaism with the 2001 edition having 20 illustrations and the 2007 edition 30
illustrations. This increase resulted in a 50% increase of illustrated material. The largest
portion of this increase came from additional primary resources used as sidebars. Where
the 2001 edition had only one primary resource, the 2007 edition had 12 different
primary resources. This increase was found in providing both sources from Judaism’s
ancient history and its more recent history in topics such as the Holocaust. Judaism did
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experience a slight decrease in the number of pictures in editions with the number
moving down from 8 to 6.
Islam saw no increase in their totals. The Islam relation had 44 various forms of
illustrations images with little change in how the illustrated material was presented.
Patterns of Interaction increased the number of illustrations to present the Jewish
religion where the religion’s line coverage decreased. While Islam had the greatest
increase in line coverage, its illustrations maintained the same number. Christianity
mostly stayed the same in terms of illustrated presentation seeing a slight increase and
showing the same trend that was shown between editions with line coverage.
Types of Questions:
World History: Connections to Today
Questions provide a way to view which topics publishers consider important and
essential for the understanding of a subject. For this content analysis, the chart created by
Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) for classifying questions based on Bloom’s Taxonomy
was used to determine whether the question was considered a high level question or
simple recall level question. After gathering the data from each textbook, the researcher
classified questions as higher level, questions with a focus on critical thinking questions,
or lower level, basic recall questions based on Anderson and Krathwohl’s chart.
World History: Connections to Today textbook experience a slight increase from
the 2001 to the 2005 edition in relationship to total number of questions classified as
recall level. The 2001 edition had 224 questions classified as recall where as the 2005
edition had 226 total questions related to the recall level. The total result was an increase
of less than 1%. Questions that are considered on higher level on Bloom’s Taxonomy had
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a similar increase with the 2001 edition having 52 higher-level questions where the 2005
edition had 53 total higher-level questions. The increase between editions equated to an
overall increase of 1.9% for the higher end questions.
World History: Connections to Today textbook had no difference in the questions
ask in its editions between the 2001 and 2005 editions in relationship to Christianity and
Judaism. Using the Bloom’s Taxonomy of classification of higher and lower level
questions, it was determined that both textbooks had 152 recall, or lower level, questions
related to Christianity on Bloom’s scale. Regarding questions on the higher end of
Bloom’s scale, both the 2001 and 2005 World History: Connections to Today textbooks
had 29 questions related to Christianity that would fall into the higher level of question
classification.
Much like Christianity, Judaism saw no change in the number of lower or higher
level questions between the editions. Both editions had 15 recall classified questions
related to Judaism and 3 questions higher level questions in relationship to Bloom’s
Taxonomy.
Islam was the only monotheistic religion to possess an increase in the number of
questions from the 2001 to 2005 editions. Recall questions totaled 57 in 2001, but
increased to 58 in 2005. The lone addition to recall questions was about Osama bin
Laden. The same increase was seen in higher-level questions with 20 questions being
classified as such in the 2001 edition. The 2005 edition included a question asking the
students to make a judgment on the effects of the conflict in Afghanistan providing a total
of 21 questions of a higher classification in the newer textbook.
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Overall, the questions in World History: Connections to Today tended to review
the same across editions. The questions were overwhelmingly classified at the recall
level.
Types of Questions:
Patterns of Interaction
The Patterns of Interaction textbook saw a 13.7% increase in terms of its use of
recall classified questions between the 2001 and 2007 editions of the textbook. The 2001
edition presented 182 recall questions and the 2007 edition had 207. Higher-level
questions experience between the editions saw a larger increase of 44%. The 2001
edition of Patterns of Interaction had 54 total higher-level questions whereas the 2007
version has 78 higher-level questions. This increase was reflected in almost every section
with religious content in the 2007 edition. Questions identified as “critical thinking” in
the textbook, usually fell under the higher-level of question classification used in the
study.
Table 5

Total Number of Questions Related to Christianity:
World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Number
of
Questio 200
ns

150
100
50
Recall Questions

0

Higher Level
Questions
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Patterns of Interaction changes in the 2001 and 2007 editions can be seen in all
three monotheistic religions. The 2001 edition had 108 questions related to the questions
related to the religion of Christianity (Table 5). This number increased to 121 recall
information questions in the 2007 edition of the textbook and represented an increase of
12%. The higher level questions in the 2001 and 2007 editions of the textbooks had a
very small difference. The 2001 edition of the textbook had a total of 43 higher classified
questions related to Christianity as opposed to 44 in the 2007 edition.
Table 6
Total Number of Questions Related to Islam:
World History Textbooks 2001-2007

Number of
Questions

60
50
40
30
20
10

Recall Questions

0

Higher Level Questions

Table 6 shows the difference found in questions related to Islam considered recall
level between the two Patterns of Interaction editions. The 2001 edition of the textbook
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had 46 questions considered recall level and the 2007 textbook had 57 questions of the
categorization. This provided the 2007 version of the Patterns of Interaction textbook a
23.9% increase in recall questions over the 2001 edition. Regarding the higher level
questions, the increase was much more dramatic. The 2001 edition of Patterns of
Interaction had 10 questions that fell into the higher level on Bloom’s scale. In contrast,
the 2007 edition of the textbook had 26 higher-level questions resulting in a 160%
increase between the two Patterns of Interaction textbooks.
Table 7
Total Number of Questions Related to Judaism:
World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Number of
Questions

30
25
20
15
10
5

Recall Questions

0

Higher Level Questions

Judaism saw a small increase between the 2001 and 2007 editions of recall
questions. The 2001 edition had 28 recall classified questions where the 2007 edition has
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29 and thus a 3.5% increase (Table 7). Whereas the higher classified questions saw an
increase from 1 higher-level question in the 2001 version of the textbook to 8 in the 2007
edition of the textbook.
Patterns of Interactions saw changes in the total sum of questions for all religions.
Especially, with higher-level questions related to Islam and Judaism more so than with
Christianity.
Verbs Referring to Religions
World History: Connections to Today
This content analysis study examined the use of verbs within the analyzed
textbooks to gain an understanding of the presentation of the actions of followers and
leaders of each of the monotheistic faith. Each of the textbooks recorded religious beliefs
and actions during major events, and interactions with people. These actions provide an
opportunity to compare the perspective each title’s edition presents toward the three
monotheistic religions. The addition or removal of selected verbs in editions provided a
gauge for the methods used to present religious content or see bias. The number of verbs
within a single textbook is numerous and, though this research analyzed all verbs
associated with the topics, data for only a sample two major content areas associated with
each religion was presented. The entire list of verbs is located in the appendix. The
foundations of the faiths, which include the religion’s establishment and beliefs, and the
verbs portraying women who practice the faiths, provide a representative sample.
Samples of the more descriptive verbs of Christian beliefs are in Table 8.
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Table 8
Comparison of Verbs Used in Reference to Christian Foundational
Beliefs in Sampled World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook: Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

engulfed

engulfed

baptized

baptized

worshiped

worshiped

strengthened

strengthened

defended

defended

promised

promised

preached

preached

preached

preached

emphasized

emphasized

emphasized

emphasized

betrayed

betrayed

triumphed

triumphed

crucified

crucified

crucified

crucified

nailed

nailed

executed

executed

ascended

ascended

persecution

persecution

sacrificed

sacrificed

sacrificed

sacrificed

killed

killed

killed

killed

blaming

blaming

arrested

arrested

influenced

influenced

prayed

prayed

appealed

appealed

Both the 2001 and 2005 editions of the World History: Connections to Today
textbooks used same verbs used within its pages. Nevertheless, the World History:
Connections to Today textbooks had noticeable patterns in verb use to describe Christian
related topics. Two themes emerged among the verbs.
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The foundations of the faith within World History: The Connections of Today
textbook seem to display the violent portion of the faith along with the message. When
discussing Jesus, verbs such as “worshiped,” “preached,” and “pray” are used multiple
times reflecting the religious nature of the faith. Yet, the harshness and controlling nature
of the faith is a common theme that is stressed in that it was the death of Jesus which
creates the faith. Therefore, verbs such as “crucified,” “nailed,” “betrayed,” and
“sacrificed” are used multiple times with the textbook. The violent and controlling theme
was especially focused upon with the discussing of women (Table 9) within the pages of
World History: Connections of Today. Regarding women, verbs such as “killed,”
“prohibited,” and “opposed” were used with the connections of women and the Christian
faith.
Table 9
Comparison of Verbs in Reference to Christian Women:
Beliefs Sampled in World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook: Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

welcomed

welcomed

supported

supported

served

served

protected

protected

barred

barred

married

married

worked

worked

scolded

scolded

taught

taught

submitted

submitted

dedicated

dedicated

discouraged

discouraged

protect

protect

executed
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argued

inspired

inspired

limited

answered

inherit

inherit

escaped

fled

controlled

controlled

Where Christianity seems to stress the physical with its verbs, World History:
Connections to Today stresses the spiritual with Islam. Verbal choices were different for
Islam as seen in Table 10. When describing the prophet Muhammad, verbs such as
“mediate,” “submit,” “devoted,” and “pray” are verbs used in the content related to the
faith. The verb “unify” also is used multiple times within the foundations and multiple
other topics giving the reader of the content.
World History: Connections to Today does address the military and political
associations the Islam faith had in its early beginnings. The verbs “reunited” and “reconquered” are used to address the immediate spread in the Middle East and Northern
African. Verbs associated with physical acts or confrontations did not appear as
prevalent in the textbook when discussing the Islamic faith compared to those used with
the Christian faith. Spiritual verbs appeared more prevalent.
Table 10
Comparison Verbs Used in Reference to Islamic Foundational
Beliefs Sampled World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook: Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

troubled

troubled

convinced

convinced

mediate

mediate

mediated

mediated

accept

accept

soul searching

soul searching
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called

called

called

called

devoted

devoted

abandoned

abandoned

submit

submit

submitted

submitted

rejection

rejection

attacked

attacked

angered

angered

executed

executed

feared

feared

feared

feared

pray

pray

converted

converted

giving

giving

inspired

inspired

succeeded

succeeded

elected

elected

reunited

reunited

unifying

unifying

conquered

conquered

worshiped

worshiped

stoned

disciplined

A common theme within the pages of the World History: Connections to Today
and verbs use in association with the Jewish faith (Table 11) is the focus on the
mistreatment of Jewish people. Verbs such as “enslaved,” “weakened,” “captured,”
“killed,” “enslaved,” and “defeated” are verbs used when the topics of the religions
beginnings are discussed. This theme of being victimized appeared used as the basis for
many topics within the textbook related to the Jewish faith.
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Table 11
Comparison Verbs Used in Reference to Jewish Foundational
Beliefs Sampled World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook: Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interaction
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

migrated

migrated

connected

connected

enslaved

enslaved

settled

settled

promised

promised

promised

promised

united

united

expressed

expressed

weakened

weakened

commanded

commanded

captured

captured

roamed

roamed

worshiping

worshiping

worshiped

worshiped

violating

violating

prayed

prayed

believed

believed

protect

protect

killed

killed

killed

killed

defeated

defeated

forced

obeyed

enabled

enabled

transported

transported

Verbs Referring to Religion
Patterns of Interactions
When looking at the Christian faith and verb use concerning foundations of the
faith (Table 8) and women (Table 9) a similar theme is found in Patterns of Interaction
that is located in World History: Connections to Today. The physical harshness often
associated with the religion. Verbs such as “crucified,” “executed,” “killed,” “arrested,”
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and “sacrificed” are used within the content multiple times. A trait seen throughout
Christian coverage was a seemingly hostile faith that preached aggression to its followers
as part of its expansion to others and throughout its history.
Table 12
Comparison of Verbs in Reference to Islam Women:
Beliefs Sampled in World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

killed

killed

declare

submit

prohibited

prohibited

gave

forced

affirmed

affirmed

varied

varied

wearing

wearing

supervised

supervised

secluding

secluding

participated

participated

dismayed

dismayed

gain

gained

concent

concent

veiled

unwanted

unwanted

Declared

inherit

inherit

Expected

controlled

controlled

Patterns of Interactions coverage of Islam was spiritual focus much like the
World History: Connections to Today with verbs such as “mediated,” “soul-searching,”
“submitted,” and “unifying.” These verbs (Table 10) have provided that spiritual or the
faith aspect of the religion. Unlike World History: Connections to Today, the coverage of
Islam in Patterns of Interactions has a more violent tone towards the faith. The 2001
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version of Patterns of Interaction uses the word “stoned” and the 2007 version uses
“attacked.” The coverage of women (Table 12) stresses the controlling nature that faith
has with the verb “submitted” used again and again to explain a woman’s role in society.
It is the 2007 version of the Patterns of Interaction that brings the controlling nature of
some Islamic groups in connections to the treatment of women. The discussion of
“veiled,” “supervised,” and “isolated” being actions associated with some Islamic women
is reflected of this feature.
Table 13
Comparison of Verbs in Reference to Jewish Women:
Beliefs Sampled in World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook:

Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

‐‐‐

---

officate

officate

‐‐‐

---

regulating

regulating

‐‐‐

---

softened

softened

‐‐‐

---

influenced

influenced

‐‐‐

---

worship

worship

‐‐‐

---

resembled

resembled

‐‐‐

---

chosen

chosen

‐‐‐

---

reveal

reveal

‐‐‐

---

interpreted

interpreted

‐‐‐

---

derive

tended
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The treatment of Judaism in Patterns of Interaction does focus on the
monotheistic aspect of the religion instead of the role of victim. The actions focused
upon in the textbook relate more to the traditional stories of the Judaism. Verbs (Table
11) such as “settled,” promised,” “roamed,” and “migrated” display the stressing on the
tradition background of Judaism. The treatment of women within the pages of the
Patterns of Interaction continues the trend focusing on the faith. Jewish women (Table
13) are given a more prominent role in both Patterns of Interaction World History
textbooks compared to the World History: Connections to Today textbook. The 2001 and
2007 editions of the Patterns of Interaction textbook provided a portrait of Jewish
women being an important part of the faith’s beginning. The verbs “taught,”
“influenced,” and “interpreted” are used to explain the actions that Jewish women played
in the faith’s early history. Still, compared to Christianity and Islam, Judaism’s women
only find major coverage in their faith’s ancient history.
The concluding result of the verb sample is a clearly identifiable perspective
toward each of the religions in the books with only slight differences between publishers.
Adjectives
Connections to Today
Descriptions provide a simple yet affective way to determine the tone or bias of a
presentation. Therefore, this research used adjectives to determine how religious topics
were presented within each title’s pages. These descriptors allowed the researcher to
analyze how the publishers select to portray the religions.
As with the verbs, the World History: Connections of Today textbook does not
have a single difference between the 2001 and 2005 editions with adjective use towards
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Christianity. The adjectives used in World History: Connections to Today reflect the
foundations of the religion are basically in two parts. These parts are more positive
adjectives in the era when Christians are under Roman control and more harsh and
straightforward in the era when Christians dominated Europe and expanded to other
regions. The adjectives (Table 14) used to describe Jesus and his teachings focus on the
morals and philosophical
aspects of the Christian faith. Adjectives such as “ethical message,” “moral teachings,”
“tolerate attitude” and “devout Christians” are used to show higher ethical standards in
Christianity than their Roman rulers displayed in the treatment of Christians.
After Christianity was established as the dominant religion in Europe, the
foundations were shown in a different light. World History: Connections to Today
textbook, focused on the corruption of Christian beliefs leading to the Reformation.
Negative toned adjectives such as “wicked wolves,” “lavish courts and lifestyles,”
“spiritual crisis” and “elaborate rituals” focus on the split in basic Christian teachings.
These adjectives represent a change which comes within the textbook’s pages in its
coverage of Christianity. The words “Protestant” and “Roman Catholic” are used to
differentiate between the major Christian factions.
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Table 14
Comparison of Adjectives in Reference to Christian Foundational
Beliefs Sampled in World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook: Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

spiritual

spiritual

spiritual

spiritual

ethical

Ethical

enthusiastic

enthusuastic

simple

simple

Christian

Christian

moral

moral

powerful

powerful

eternal

eternal

divine

divine

dangerous

dangerous

blasphemy

blasphemy

devout

devout

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

devout

lavish

lavish

Hebrew

Hebrew

pious

pious

Jewish

Jewish

elaberate

elaberate

influential

influential

wicked

wicked

merciful

‐‐‐‐‐‐

World History: Connections to Today’s coverage of women also seemed to have a
positive tone about it. The adjectives shown in Table 15 are used to describe both the
contributions of women in Christianity’s early days and their roles as Christian followers.
Adjectives used to describe “capable and strong-minded women” and “worldly women”
provide the reader a positive presentation of tone on women’s contribution to
Christianity’s growth. That is not to say that that the textbook did not deal in words
which may be deemed stereo-typically related to women. Discussing the ideal Christian
women the adjectives “weak, pure, and modest” are used as descriptions.
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Table 15
Comparison of Adjectives in Reference to Christian Women
Sampled in World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook:

Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

capable

capable

prominent

prominent

strong

strong

declining

declining

official

official

well

well

spiritual

spiritual

spiritual

spiritual

Christian

Christian

Catholic

Catholic

official

official

equal

equal

monastic

monastic

Protestant

Protestant

worldly

worldly

‐‐‐‐‐‐

feudal

weak

weak

‐‐‐‐‐‐

important

pure

pure

‐‐‐‐‐‐

‐‐‐‐‐‐

modest

modest

‐‐‐‐‐‐

‐‐‐‐‐‐

well‐born

well‐born

‐‐‐‐‐‐

‐‐‐‐‐‐

run

run

The adjectives used in World History: Connections to Today in relation to the
Islam faith continue the trend started with the verbs of positive and very spiritual faith.
As Table 16 showed, adjectives such as “brilliant,” “spiritual,” “ethical,” and “holy” are
used by the textbook in its presentation of Islamic materials. Like with the verbs, the
spiritual aspects of the Islamic were stressed in this textbook where the military and
political ties of the religion were addressed, but not in the same descriptive manner as the
spiritual portion.
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As shown in Table 19, World History: Connections to Today uses widespread
adjectives to describe women’s roles in Islamic culture. Class status was used to reflect
the treatment of women in Islamic countries. Additionally, adjectives such as “secular”
and “conservative” were used to separate or justify modern Islamic countries and the
poor treatment many female Muslims experience in many predominately Islamic
countries.
Table 16
Comparison of Adjectives in Reference to Islamic Foundational
Beliefs Sampled in World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook: Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

Islamic

Islamic

Islamic

Islamic

Muslim

Muslim

Muslim

Muslim

brilliant

brilliant

warrior

warrior

holy

holy

holy

holy

spiritual

spiritual

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

spiritual

ethical

ethical

powerful

powerful

religious

religious

military

military

harsh

harsh

effective

effective

unchangable

unchangable

conquered

conquered

ethical

ethical

religious

religious

World History: Connections to Today provides less space to the Jewish religion
than the other major monotheistic faiths. The space that is devoted to Judaism portrays
Judaism in much the same way as the verbs. World History: Connections to Today used
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adjectives (Table 17) that focused on the victim concept common with Jewish coverage.
Adjectives such as “brutal” were used to reflect the treatment of Jews during various time
periods. The textbook also used terminology such as “shrewd” and “ambitious” when
describing Jewish strategy in the business and everyday world that seemed to be stereotypes of the Jewish people. The Christian link with Judaism was still a major part of the
description of the religion with the word “Christian” used numerous times as an adjective
describing matters of faith tied to both religions.
Table 17
Comparison of Adjectives in Reference to Jewish Foundational
Beliefs Sampled in World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook:

Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

strong

strong

major

major

shrewd

shrewd

moral

moral

impressive

impressive

single

single

ambitious

ambitious

ritual

ritual

Jewish

Jewish

Jewish

Jewish

educated

educated

important

Bibical

religious

religious

religious

religious

brutal

brutal

horrible

systematic

tolerant

tolerant

greatest

greater

Christian

Christian

ancient

global
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Adjectives
Patterns of Interactions
The Patterns of Interaction textbook revealed much more change between the two
editions than World History: Connection to Today in terms of adjective use. Like World
History: Connections to Today, the Patterns of Interaction book portrays the early history
of Christianity (Table 14) in a much more humanistic light than the years to follow. The
Patterns of Interaction textbooks devoted much more time connecting Christianity with
its Jewish roots. The words “Hebrew” and “Jewish” were used numerous times in both
editions to reflect Christianity to its Jewish roots. The 2007 edition even makes the
connections to Judaism by noting that the “Hebrew Bible” is the Christian Old
Testament.
The main difference between the 2001 and 2007 editions were the discussions of
a higher-power and the belief in God himself. The 2001 edition of Patterns of
Interaction addressed the Christian God when it used the description of the ultimate
being as a “merciful God.” Additionally, this edition made note of the “long-awaited
messiah” that God was to send to earth. The 2007 edition steers clear of this type of
descriptions of God himself. Instead, the textbook referred to a “Christian God.”
Table 15 showed that Patterns of Interaction addresses Christian women in two
different fashions. The 2001 edition of the textbook seems to address the “spirituality” of
women within its pages. The older edition spoke of women’s “declining fortunes” within
the faith from their early years of having “religious appointments.” The 2007 textbook
uses the religious centered medieval period as a focus on the lower standing that women
occupied in society by noting the “added burdens” that women had as a result of the
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feudal society. Therefore, the 2001 edition used religion and women as an intertwined
subject, but the 2007 edition used religion as a creator of problems.
Judaism’s early years were shown (Table 17) in the pages of Patterns of
Interaction as a lawful and educated religion. The term “moral laws” was used when
discussing the foundations of the faith in both editions. Additionally, Judaism’s role as
the first major monotheistic religion was stressed with the phrases “a single God,” “the
one and only God,” and “major influence.” Judaism’s influence on Christianity was
stressed heavily, again reflecting the concept that the Jewish faith was used as the basis of
a larger Christian whole.
Table 18
Comparison of Adjectives in Reference to Jewish Women
Sampled in World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook:

Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

‐‐‐‐‐‐

------

Hebrew

Hebrew

‐‐‐‐‐‐

------

quite

quite

‐‐‐‐‐‐

------

great

great

As shown in Table 18, Hebrew women receive very little stand alone coverage in
this textbook and thus reflected Jewish coverage as a whole. Basically, women and their
role in “Hebrew society” were discussed as important, but no major heroines or examples
were provided. Instead of focusing on Jewish cultural history, both editions of Patterns of
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Interaction looked at Judaism as more of a gauge for Islam and Christianity’s moral
characters in ancient and medieval societies. When discussing Jewish history, both the
2001 and 2007 editions examine the treatment of Jews by the other monotheistic
religions. Though Jewish history was strongly tied to the other monotheistic religions,
Judaism was shown as more as a minor player in relationship to the other two religions.
When discussing the interactions of Jews with followers of Islam, Muslims are noted as
being “tolerant,” yet followers of Judaism faced “Christian persecution.” Though the
adjectives use are more directly related to the other two monotheistic religions, these
adjectives show the role that Judaism plays in the textbook.
As the adjectives on Table 16 illustrated, the sample of adjectives used for the
basis of the Islamic faith were focused on military strength. Both editions of the Patterns
of Interactions used words such as “powerful,” “warrior,” and “conquered” as adjectives
to describe the spreading of the Islamic faith in the world. The “spiritual” included in the
2007 edition reflected an attempt to bring the holy nature of the religion to the reader and
tended to present that the World History: Connections of Today textbook focused more
on Islam foundations.
The coverage of Muslim women (Table 19) in the Patterns of Interaction
textbooks offered little coverage. The difference between the 2001 and 2007 editions
were mostly in the form of basic adjectives continuing the exploration of the differences
in economic status of Muslims. Adjectives such as “rich” and “poor” are both used to
depict how Islamic society was class driven. Both editions use the adjective “obedient”
to describe the ultimate role of women in Islamic culture. That woman was to serve and
follow the leadership and rules of Islamic men.
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Table 19
Comparison of Adjectives in Reference to Islamic Women
Sampled in World History Textbooks 2001-2007
Textbook: Connections
to Today
2001

Connections
to Today
2005

Patterns of
Interactions
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

spiritual

spiritual

righteous

righteous

inheritance

inheritance

obediant

obediant

upper class

upper class

specific

specific

lower class

lower class

wealthier

wealthier

different

different

rich

rich

western

wesetern

poor

poor

secular

secular

‐‐‐‐‐‐

economic

conservative

conservative

‐‐‐‐‐‐

‐‐‐‐‐‐

educated

educated

‐‐‐‐‐‐

‐‐‐‐‐‐

political

political

‐‐‐‐‐‐

‐‐‐‐‐‐

important

important

‐‐‐‐‐‐

‐‐‐‐‐‐

Conclusion
This study set out to examine how the monotheistic religions were represented
within World History textbooks during the new millennium and determine if there were
changes between editions. The titles determined to be the most commonly used were
Prentice Hall’s World History: Connections to Today and McDougal Littell’s Patterns of
Interaction. To gather an understanding of the portrayal of each religion, guiding
questions were used. These questions were:
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1. What is the amount of narrative content for each monotheistic faith within World
History textbooks?
2. Which adjectives and verbs are used in World History textbooks when discussing
monotheistic beliefs and history?
3. What types of religious illustrations are shown in World History textbooks?
4. Have textbook editions changed in terms of monotheistic content since 2001?
5. What questioning methods are used in World History textbooks?

When comparing the analyzed textbooks, it is apparent that the Patterns of
Interaction title is the book more likely to make changes between editions. Changes
reflected in Patterns of Interaction included the rewording of topics, removing of lines,
revising or adding questions, and adding or revising content. After this research was
started, a private communication provided a paper by Jankowski (1998) who reported no
substantial changes related to narrative content between earlier editions of the World
History: Connections to Today textbook. This conclusion was duplicated in this research.
World History: Connections to Today basically did not make changes except in the types
and amount of illustrations.
The overall coverage of the three major monotheistic religions was dominated by
Christianity because of the sheer amount of content covered. Christianity had more
coverage than the other monotheistic religions combined in terms of the amount of lines,
number of questions, and illustrations devoted to the faith. The Christian faith was also
presented in wording that had a more negative tone than either Islam or Judaism.
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Islam had the greatest increase between editions in relationship to topics and
questions in both Patterns of Interaction and World History: Connections to Today. The
wording in both Patterns of Interaction and World History: Connections to Today
referring to Islam seemed to border between being guarded and positive in nature.
Judaism received the least amount of coverage of the three major monotheistic faiths.
The trends in the analyzed textbooks were either for Judaism to remain the same in
amount or to decrease. Even the important role Judaism played as a precursor to both
Christianity and Islam was limited. Jewish history, such as that told in the Old
Testament, was often placed within chapters devoted to Christian history. Both Patterns
of Interaction and World History: Connections to Today used wording related to Judaism
that portrayed followers as victims.
Regarding the amount of content devoted to the religions, Christianity had the
greatest amount of space devoted to its background and Judaism the least. Of the three
faiths, Islam was the religion that constantly had greater content between editions.
The wording of the content seemed straight-forward in regards to Islam. The
content was presented without a dominate tone in the words. Christianity seemed to have
a critical tone of the words, but this may be attributed to the influence and power that the
religion has had on World History through the 20th century. The presentation of the
Jewish faith, where there was an identifiable tone, describes the faith and its followers
using adjectives that have a continuously victimize nature.
The study’s examination of illustrations found that an increase in the use of
illustrations was found in both textbook titles analyzed. In the questions used, it was
discovered that World History: Connections to Today had little change in the number and
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types of questions between editions. Patterns of Interaction had an increase in number of
questions between editions with the majority of the increase in the use of critical thinking
questions.
Were there changes in World History textbooks? Yes, but not many and most, in
both analyzed titles, were in terms of the number of illustration used and an increase in
Islamic content. The Patterns of Interaction textbook did have a larger amount of content
changes in terms of wording than World History: Connections to Today, but the overall
trend was for content to remain relatively unchanged. The overall tone of the wording for
each religion experienced little to no change between editions. The verbs and adjectives
used about Christianity showed a religion that trended towards harshness and intolerance
as its history progressed. Islam was presented as a faith of tolerance towards others, but
overall the faith was shown in a straightforward manner. Judaism often found itself being
shown as a religion of victims whose main contribution was as a stepping stone towards
the Christianity.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Over the course of many decades each of the major monotheistic religions was the
subject of debate on whether the portrayal of each religion was balanced and accurate in world
history textbooks. Followers of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism have all claimed at times that
their faith faced bias in textbook pages for various reasons. More directly, Christianity was seen
by many, such as by Moughrabi (2001) and Zutter (2006), as having a predominant position
within World History textbooks while Islam and Judaism had either little or inaccurate coverage.
The purpose of this study was to attempt to analysis how the monotheistic religions were
presented in World History textbooks in the twenty-first century. Using the two textbooks titles
that the American Textbook Council established as the most commonly used in American high
schools, the researcher sought to find if there was a balanced representation among the major
monotheistic religions and if any change might have occurred in the decade after 9/11/01. In
analyzing this information the space devoted to each religion, number of question types, action
words, and adjectives were all studied.
To determine the extent of coverage of each religion, the researcher performed a content
analysis of the textbooks World History: Connections to Today and Patterns of Interaction using
the 2001 edition of each title and the most recent edition available at the establishment of the
study. Information was gathered and charted regarding the total amount of coverage and the
verb use, adjective use, illustrations, and questions related to each of the monotheistic religions
within each of the four World History textbooks. Examining tables that included the totals and
computing the percentage of change allowed for a comparison between the different editions of
the titles so that common or conflicting themes could be identified. The failure to locate any
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publisher textbook guidelines for the treatment of religion or researcher procedures for
examining religion in texts necessitated the creation of a structured procedure. Using suggestions
made by Wade (1993) for content analysis, the researcher attempted to construct methods for
gathering data and identifying themes within that data.
Discussion
The major finding related to content with the World History: Connections to Today
textbook was that the content had no major changes for the treatment of any of the religions
between the 2001 and 2005 editions in any of the data sources examined in the study. This
finding was similar to what Jankowski (1998) found in his study between the 1997 and 1999
editions. Jankowski (1998) noted no real factual changes between the World History:
Connections to Today textbooks. Except for a small addition of events after 2001, none of the
monotheistic religions had changes in content within the analyzed World History: Connections to
Today textbooks except for Islam whose additions were minimal.
Christianity easily had the greatest amount of lines devoted to both its history and beliefs
system. Christianity received the greatest amount of coverage within the pages of World
History: Connections to Today and Patterns of Interaction by a fairly large amount in both
editions. Christianity’s connection with many major events in Western Civilization’s history
increased its total over Islam by sizable amounts in all four textbooks analyzed. This finding was
in direct opposition to Dreher’s (2002) claim that current textbooks are devoting more space to
Islam than Christianity in order to please multiple special interest groups. Identifying
Christianity as being the most heavily covered monotheistic religion also contradicts Oppewal’s
(1985) claim that publishers provide little information on Christianity’s beliefs was also
unfounded.
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Islam was the religion which saw the greatest overall increases between the 2001 and
most recent editions in both publisher’s texts. The greatest result of these increases was from
more emphasis placed on contemporary history and the systematic choice of modern
connections. Gilbert Sewall (2005) foreshadowed this trend of increasing the amount of Islamic
coverage because of pressure placed on publishers by political groups seeking fair treatment for
Muslims. Both World History: Connections to Today and Patterns of Interaction have a large
amount of space committed to Christianity, but increased the amount of space devoted to Islam
in the more recent editions. Therefore, reflecting the possibility that publishers may have a
feeling of responsibility to present Islam content in more equal terms to Christianity.
From the information gathered from the World History textbooks, Judaism seemed to be
the lone religion that was losing coverage in terms of space provided. This was important
because Judaism was the faith receiving the least amount of coverage in the 2001 editions. The
World History: Connections to Today textbook had no change in terms of Judaism information,
but the Patterns of Interaction actually saw a decrease in information. Additionally, Judaism was
the religion that seems to be presented in conjunction with other religions more often than with
stand alone topics. Both Christianity and Islam have sections and pages devoted to historical
events, people, and traditions. Judaism or Jews were often combined with the other two
monotheistic religions on numerous topics including The Crusades, the Plague, and Medieval
tolerance that used verbs and adjectives that imply negative images or ideas.
Though Judaism was the forerunner of the monotheistic religions, it has been exceeded
by the growth of Christianity and Islam. Phillip Cunningham’s (2003) also expressed a similar
conclusion saying Judaism is often presented as the beginnings of Christianity and not its own
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separate religion. In both of this study’s analyzed texts, Judaism tended to be shown as a
contributor to the foundation of Christianity.
The trends common in the narrative content relating to the religions in both textbook
titles were also reflected in the various forms of illustrations in the textbooks. Christianity had
the largest number followed by Islam. Judaism had the highest percentage increase in
illustrations, but still much fewer than either Christianity and/or Islam. This might be a
realization from both publishers that Judaism received less narrative content coverage than
Christianity and Islam and illustrations provided a method to close the coverage gap. But this
possibility was not something researched in the study.
Themes Associated with Word Use
The verb use examination attempted to find common themes associated with each
textbook’s use of the actions related to the religions. Numerous topics were associated with the
each monotheistic religion and therefore the number of the verbs was substantial. Therefore, the
researcher reported only on the use of the topics related to the foundations of each religion, the
beliefs, and the treatment of women within each religion. Using the foundation of the religions
provided a way to compare ideas and events that all three of the faiths experienced. The World
History: Connections to Today textbook had no changes in sentences or wording with
Christianity. The Patterns of Interaction had changes in wording but the content itself was
largely the same and the verbs were the largely the same.
The common theme with Christian verbs in both the textbooks was the violent tone of the
actions implied by the verbs. Whether describing the death of Jesus or the spread of the faith,
verbs such as “killed” and “sacrificed” were used. It seemed that the World History:
Connections to Today textbook focused on the harshness of the faith. This trend towards the
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violent was also used in the Patterns of Interaction textbook. Both “killed” and “sacrificed”
were also used in the Patterns of Interaction textbook. In both World History textbooks, more
violent verbs were constant in the pages within the textbooks.
The violent and controlling nature of verbs associated with Christianity continued also to
be stressed with topics related to women. World History: Connections to Today uses “served”
and “barred” as verbs to relate Christianity and women. World History: Connections to Today
had no content changes between its 2001 and 2005 editions so the tone of the verbs did not
change. The Patterns of Interaction textbook reflected change between the 2001 edition and the
2007 version of the textbook in the verbs used within its pages, but the new verbs still revealed a
controlling nature. The 2001 Patterns of Interaction edition used verbs such as “submitted” and
“limited” to show the actions taken by or against women and their roles within the Christian
faith.
The 2007 edition of Patterns of Interaction attempts to increased the background of the
role women played in Christianity’s early days, but the language still reflected a controlling
fashion. For example, when speaking of the women disagreeing with Christian men the term
“respectfully disagreed” was used. This wording accomplished two things, it showed that
Christian women were strong because they were stating opinions, yet they were also subservient
to Christian men because the disagreement was done in a respectful tone.
The verbs used in association with Christianity portrayed a forceful and violence driven
faith. Whether it was the beginnings of the faith with Jesus, the battles during the Reformation,
or the treatment of women, World History: Connections to Today and Patterns of Interaction
verbs describing Christianity had a harsher tone. Young (1995) made the claim that major
Christian topics were omitted in history books. This study seemed to find that many of the major
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Christian topics are included in world history textbooks, but their portrayal seemed to stress the
physical and neutral aspects of the religion rather than the spiritual aspects.
The exact opposite was true with the Islamic faith and verb used. The 2001 edition of
Patterns of Interaction’s main theme was the spiritual nature of Mohammad and his religion.
“Prayed,” “connected,” and “worshiped” were examples used within its pages. The 2007 of
Patterns of Interaction edition had additions to this spiritual theme with “obeyed” when
describing the faith. This spiritual theme seemed to support the philosophy that Alavi (2001)
spoke of in showing the religion as a non-violent religion. Additionally, when speaking of
modern attacks by followers of Islam, the Connections to Today 2005 edition used the word
Arab instead of the religious term Muslim when describing the attackers.
The vast increase in Islamic content may reflect a conscious effort by the publishers to
provide readers with a better understanding of the Islamic faith or pressure from outside political
forces. It seemed though that the publishers approached Islam with a greater effort not to offend
its followers by focusing its wording on the religion itself rather than on the power of its military
and leaders in governing. Some writers claimed that in a country predominately Christian, no
matter how the Christian faith was portrayed it will not change any opinions about the faith.
With Islam, when many do not have an understanding of the religion, the publishers may have
decided that it was important not to reinforce stereo-types about a faith because many readers do
not have a strong enough knowledge of its fundamental beliefs to question what was written in
the text. These are only hypothesizes that require examination.
The verbs used for the Jewish faith reflect the arguments made by Cunningham (2003)
and Napolitano (2006) that Judaism was shown as a part of the Christian faith instead of its own
religion. The World History: Connections to Today textbook did portray the role of Judaism as a
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forerunner to the Christian faith and did so by providing the reader with the verbs that are used to
relate Christianity and Judaism. Napolitano (2006) spoke of the need to provide readers of
World History textbooks with a solid background in Judaism to understand all events that are
related to Jewish history. The content and the verbs used indicated that the information provided
related to Judaism was what one needed to know to understand Christianity rather than to
illustrate the long history of the Jewish people in preserving their religious beliefs and its cultural
practices.
Besides using Judaism as a forerunner to Christianity, another trend was shown. That was
the Jewish faith and its followers as the perpetual victims in history. The verbs used reflect the
Jewish people as victims instead of the source of the three major monotheistic religions. In the
World History: Connections to Today, verbs such “enslaved,” “weakened,” and “captured” were
representative and reflective of the verbs used when focusing on the Jewish religion even in it’s
the early periods. The Patterns of Interaction textbook did stress the required obedience in the
religion more than World History: Connections to Today by noting the history of the faith and its
background as an independent faith. Yet, Patterns of Interactions’ total coverage of Judaism still
paled in comparison to the other two religions.
The adjectives related to the beliefs and the portrayal of women revealed similar trends.
Again, World History: Connections to Today had no changes in content between the 2001 and
2005 editions and thus no change with any of its Christian adjective use. The textbook’s
description of the biblical years reflect a religious tone, but as the Christian faith became the
dominate religion in Medieval Europe; a corruption aspect to the adjectives was identified.
When describing Christianity’s early period, the World History: Connections to Today
textbook used adjectives such as “moral,” “ethical,” and “spiritual” to describe the actions of the
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early Christians. This described a religion that had a pious lifestyle for its followers during the
early years of the faith. As the faith became more removed from the Biblical period, the
textbooks took a harsher tone with descriptive words. As different ideas concerning the tenants
of the Christian faith started to develop, the adjectives began to focus on the negative. When
describing the papal lifestyle and the build-up to the Reformation, the adjectives “wicked” and
“lavish” were used. Adjectives like these should be expected when describing the Protestant
movement and the split within the Church, but when compared to the treatment of the splits
between and within the other monotheistic religions, such as the Sunni and Shiite, the Christian
split had a different tone.
The Patterns of Interaction textbook stressed the connection of the Hebrew influence on
the Christian faith by actually using the words “Hebrew” and “Jewish” as adjectives. This seems
to contradict the findings of Cunningham (2003) who believed that the Hebrew influence on the
Christian faith was downplayed greatly in world history textbooks. Indeed, this research found
that it was this connection and influence which seemed to garner the Jewish faith its greatest
attention in both World History: Connections to Today and Patterns of Interaction. Jewish
individuals such as Moses were portrayed as Christian heroes when in fact he is a Jewish
prophet.
The Islamic faith was shown in two different ways by the two different publishers.
World History: Connections to Today had a more positive and religious tone with the faith where
the Patterns of Interaction textbook seemed to focus on the religious and political mixture of the
religion within its pages. This reflected the major issue within Islam. Often, the political and
religious are one and cannot be separated. World History: Connections to Today portrayed Islam
and its history in a thorough fashion, but it was with numerous positive sounding adjectives.
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Adjectives such as “ethical” were used numerous times when describing Muslim actions as were
the adjectives “brilliant” and “spiritual.” This positive tone was what Alavi (2001) desired in his
writing about the need for stressing the peaceful aspects of the Islamic faith.
There were additions to the more recent editions of both textbooks related to the
description of Islamic followers. When discussing the topic of the Taliban, the phrase
“fundamental Muslim” was used to describe the group. The topic of modern Islam and terrorism
was a unique and seemingly difficult subject to discuss in the textbooks. Usually, the World
History: Connection to Today textbook used an ethnic adjective as opposed to a religious
adjective when discussing an act of violence that the attackers claimed to act in the name of
Islam. This research supported the claim made by Dreher (2002) that many publishers portray
Islam in a manner that omits the issues that divide people within the faith. While Islam does
stress peace, but as with Christianity, it has a history where its initial spread was rooted in war
and political conflict.
Patterns of Interaction seemed to attempt to present a more balanced approach to the
descriptions of Islam. This book presented both the spiritual and political aspects to the reader of
the textbook. Patterns of Interaction editions only reflected small changes between the editions
with the 2007 providing a slight increase in the spiritual descriptions. Both editions used
adjectives such as “warrior,” “powerful,” and “conquered” when presenting the spread of the
faith throughout the Arab, and now, Islamic world. Yet, when discussing topics such as
Mohammad and the beliefs of the faith, adjectives such as “holy” and “religious” gave the reader
a sense of the faith’s peaceful roots. The Patterns of Interaction editions provided more of the
negative and positive balance that Dreher (2002) advocated was needed to provide a more
complete viewpoint of the Islamic faith.
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Of the two textbooks, the Patterns of Interaction textbook seemed to attempt a more
rounded approach. Patterns of Interaction attempted to show the Islamic religion and the
positive things it had contributed to society and the troubles the faith has had internally, between
Sunni and Shiite, with the treatment of women, and the faith’s relationship with the other
monotheistic religions. The World History: Connections to Today textbook used language that
seemed to suggest the Islamic faith had no real troubles during its creation or thereafter
internally. The adjectives used provide the reader a description of a religion that maintained a
steady and tolerate rise throughout history. This difference between textbook publishers probably
can be explained by the fact that Patterns of Interaction had real change within its pages with
wording and content. Whereas the World History: Connections to Today 2001 and 2007 editions
were the exact same book in terms of wording and spacing except for some additions of recent
historical events.
The adjectives used to describe the Jewish faith in World History: Connections to Today
and Patterns of Interaction reflected the overall treatment of the Jewish faith. The Jewish faith
was tied to the Christian religion in the adjectives used in all four editions analyzed in this study.
The World History: Connections to Today textbook used the adjective “Christian” in both
editions thus supporting the argument that Cunningham (2003) made that Judaism was used as a
forerunner to the Christian faith. The 2007 edition of Patterns of Interaction used the adjective
“biblical” to connect the Jewish with the Christian faith in a reference to the Old Testament and
Jewish Torah.
Questions Used
The questions related to the monotheistic religions within the textbooks were analyzed
using Bloom’s Taxonomy as a guideline for classification. Using the chart developed by
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Anderson and Krathwohl (2001), the questions were grouped as either higher / more critical
thinking based questions, and recall questions which are identification type questions. The sheer
number of questions was similar to the representations of the content with Christianity having the
most questions, Islam next, and least Judaism.
Though none of the textbooks examined experienced a decrease in critical thinking
questions, the Patterns of Interaction title saw a larger increase in the number of critical thinking
questions than did the World History: Connections to Today. This seemed natural because
World History: Connections to Today had little change in narrative content and thus little need
for questions to change for all three monotheistic religions. The Patterns of Interaction textbook
altered many of its recall questions into critical thinking ones and thus seemed to be more fluid
in its attempt to help the reader gain a basic understanding of the religions. The movement
towards a more critical thinking questioning encouraged the reader to apply the content and even
provided connections among the religions.
Implications
This research’s major focus was to discover how the monotheistic religions were
portrayed in High School World History textbooks. After completing the content analysis of the
World History textbooks, some themes become apparent.
As a majority Christian nation, it seemed sensible that the religion that received the
greatest amount of coverage in the four textbooks was Christianity. The sheer amount of
Christian content covered reflected the dominate nature of the religion in the nation and might
explain why the language associated with the faith seemed more cold and straight forward. The
wording in the textbooks, especially regarding adjectives, was not poetic in nature. Still, what
may seem as attacks on the Christian faith when comparing the word choices among the
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religions actually could be an honest or un-bias attempt to show the totality of the impact or
focus of the Christian religion’s ideas and history on the world to date.
Islam, through not as large or as extensive a power as Christianity, had very detailed
histories in all of the analyzed textbooks. Of the three religions, Islam seems to be the one
handled with the greatest amount of caution. This caution might be largely attributed to the fact
that the religion was probably the most difficult to separate from its political force because the
religion and politics have been intertwined for most of Islam’s history. The modern depictions of
the religion also seemed to be the most fluid meaning that the publishers were more willing to
make changes with Islamic information. For example, in the World History: Connections to
Today textbook, the problems tied to the Islamic faith in the Kashmir region of India are a major
section in the 2001 edition, but were shortened dramatically in the 2005 seemingly to provide
space for other events related to the War on Terror.
The Jewish faith was the least covered monotheistic religion even though it was the first
of the three monotheistic religions established and therefore had the longest history. The
language used related to describe the faith and its followers seemed to reflect victimization. All
of the analyzed textbooks focused on three major themes in the history of Judaism; the ancient
foundations, the Holocaust, and the establishment of the modern Israel. Outside of those three
topics, the major role of Judaism in all four editions was that of a supporting one to Christianity
or Islam. The treatment of Jewish people by Muslims and Christians served as a barometer to
the goodness or wickedness of the religion within the location and/or era.
When comparing the textbook editions, the Patterns of Interaction textbook was the title
which made real change between editions in relationship to wording, terminology, and narrative
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content. The World History: Connections to Today textbook really made no changes in its
appearance or wordings accept adding major current events between editions.
Effects on Curriculum and Instruction
Textbooks make up a major portion of classroom instruction. Thus, it is important to
have an understanding of the meaning and influence that words have on the comprehension
process. Helping students understand why selected terms or phrases are used within the pages of
textbooks can assist with the learning of religious topics. Additionally, by gaining knowledge of
what is presented within World History textbooks, educators can use supporting materials that
addresses areas that World History textbooks lack.
Limitations of Study
This study was conducted using only a small sample of high school World History
textbooks used in the United States. Therefore, some widely used titles, publishers, and state
editions were omitted. Likewise, this sample may or may not have reflected World History
textbooks used in the curriculum of private schools or home school programs of study.
Therefore, curriculum in those settings may differ from the textbooks used for this study.
Additionally, this study assumed that better curriculum coverage was defined as more
information on religious related issues within the textbook. The study only looked at the content
of the textbooks and not in additional classroom resources.
The context of textbook content is subject to critiques because of different perspectives of
the materials being presented. The literature examined for this study came from authors across
the political spectrum and thus multiple positions where shown. Therefore, it must be noted that
many of the authors commented on within this research may have been writing with a political
agenda in mind.
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Finally, religious subject matter crossed into economic, political, and cultural realms. The
issue of what was a religious topic had to be established. For the purpose of this study, any topic
related to the three faiths was analyzed and considered religious subject matter.
Recommendations
There are additional matters that can be explored concerning the ways in which the
monotheistic religions are threatened in high school textbooks. One such issue would be how
religion related information is selected for World History textbooks. While conversing with one
publisher’s representatives, it was learned that there are few guidelines for religious history
content. Though the national standards are a basis for content selection, selected states have
secured different content to be placed within their pages for their individual state. Therefore, to
discover how content is selected for state editions of textbooks would be important. States such
as Texas often receive specialized editions of textbooks so the difference in content could be
explored. This would include finding out what the publishers consider political history and
religious history, actions, or events. Often, especially in the most modern era sections, the
content might be blurred as to what is considered religious and what is political history.
This research attempted to provide complete analysis of two of the most commonly used
World History textbook titles. As the research was being completed, it became clear that an
analysis of World History textbook’s questions might be an entirely separate study. The type of
questions used and a more detailed comparison with Bloom’s Taxonomy might be explored in
greater detail because the range of opinions on what is a higher level question as opposed a basic
recall question differs among educators.
Finally, it is important to know to what extent textbooks are used in World History
classes. This research operated under the assumption that they are the major reference point in
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the classroom. Therefore, has the role that textbooks in World History classes changed in recent
years with the introduction of digital products and resources and whether educators use
additional resources instead of World History textbooks?
Conclusion
This study was prompted by the criticism of a number of individuals concerning the
content of textbooks. This study illustrates how difficult it is to attempt to identify coverage.
Many of the critics did not specify the sources or types of the data used to form their
conclusions. Failure to do so made their entire study questionable. This study was able to both
affirm the findings of Cunningham (2003) and Zutter (2006) on Christian and Jewish topics and
challenge the findings of others such as Dreher (2002) on the amount of Islamic content
compared to Christianity. This study through its systematic examination of several questions
related to the presentation and content of three religions was not able to accurately account for a
number of differences. Because there are no clear guidelines for dealing with subject matter that
were given or publically published, some questions could not be examined and are left only to
shear speculation.
One of the most interesting findings was that the style of the books limited the space for
review and discussion questions. This may point to an unwritten guideline that a history textbook
was to provide information and not to stress the skills used to analyze history as done by a
historian. This also could be a reaction to different curriculum foci supported by some and
condemned by others. This then might imply that the purpose of school history was to provide an
indoctrination of youth into the dominant culture of the society with its perspectives and biases.
Certainly, the analysis of the three religions appeared to indicate that this might to be true for the
selected textbooks. Societal changes did appear to prompt changes in one of the textbooks
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whether this was prompted by pressure groups in the society could not be determined. However,
one textbook title did not experience substantial change in content and wording. A study
performed earlier by Janowski (1998) reported similar findings to this study in which The World
History: Connections to Today editions between the years 1997 and 1999 had little content
change. This earlier study was shared with the publisher.
Textbook publishers have decreased in numbers in recent years. Access to other types of
teaching resources has increased for the vast majority of students in technologically advanced
societies. Perhaps the role of the textbook will be redefined or its role in the history classroom
decrease. Textbook publishers are a major force in changing instructional resources from print to
digital formats. In the future, school systems and states will be seeking instructional resources
and parents will want students to have quality materials. It might well serve the publishers to
seek to define their goals and guidelines for textbooks and for supplemental materials. This may
make the findings of content analysis more readily interpretable. Whatever instructional
resources will be used there will remain a need for analysis of the content especially the more
controversial topics such as religion. Measuring the meaningful data will require systematically
transparent procedures and require considerable time to perform.
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Location
Chapter and Unit

Number and Type of Questions
Recall

Higher

88

Total
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Verbs :
Founding of
Monotheistic
Religions
Christian

Connections to
Today 2001

Connections to
Today 2005

Patterns of
Interaction
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

sprang
declared
gained
engulfed
rose
named
comes
attributed
told
called
worshiped
followed
worked
gathered
hear
performed
used
communicate
spread
rooted
believed
accepted
preached
defended
preached
believed
predicted
proclaimed
echoed
emphasized
taught
love
emphasized
welcomed
regarded
felt
lead
betrayed
arrested

sprang
declared
gained
engulfed
rose
named
comes
attributed
told
called
worshiped
followed
worked
gathered
hear
performed
used
communicate
spread
rooted
believed
accepted
preached
defended
preached
believed
predicted
proclaimed
echoed
emphasized
taught
love
emphasized
welcomed
regarded
felt
lead
betrayed
arrested

called
born
emphasized
attracted
raised
baptized
preached
taught
performed
contained
emphasized
stressed
taught
established
repented
mention
thought
written
called
preached
grew attracted
touched
believed
ignored
born
gathered
concerned
visited
greeted
denied
thought
called
challenged
arrested
sentenced
crucified
placed
appearing
ascended

called
born
emphasized
Attracted
raised
baptized
preached
taught
performed
contained
emphasized
stressed
taught
established
repented
mention
thought
written
called
preached
grew attracted
touched
believed
ignored
concerned
visited
greeted
denied
thought
called
challenged
arrested
sentenced
crucified
placed
appearing
ascended
convinced
referred
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tried
condemned
crucified
nailed
hung
die
thrown
saw
talked
risen
commanded
spread
ascended
spread
helped
preached
accepted
anointed
remained
began
preach
established
played
never seen
persecuted
spoke
converting
made
becoming
journeyed
explained
judged
expanded
emphasized
sacrificed
promised
believed
followed
achieved
extend
suspected
refused
to avoid
engaged
increased
blaming

tried
condemned
crucified
nailed
hung
die
thrown
saw
talked
risen
commanded
spread
ascended
spread
helped
preached
accepted
anointed
remained
began
preach
established
played
never seen
persecuted
spoke
converting
made
becoming
journeyed
explained
judged
expanded
emphasized
sacrificed
promised
believed
followed
achieved
extend
suspected
refused
to avoid
engaged
increased
blaming
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convinced
referred
derived
strengthened
triumphed
led
spread
crucified
contradict
create
based
spread
met
traveling
spent
spreading
interpreting
provided
spread
allowed
easilyunderstood
travel stressed
died
declared
enabled
become
using
made
posed
refused
opposition
seen
used
to crumble
exiled
imprisoned
executed
crucified
burned
killed
regarded
persecuted
sacrificed
blamed
ordered

derived
strengthened
triumphed
would come
rescue
led
spread
crucified
contradict
create
based
spread
strengthened
triumphed
continued
spread
met
traveling
spent
spreading
interpreting
provided
spread
allowed
easilyunderstood
travel stressed
died
declared
enabled
become
posed
refused
opposition
seen
used
to crumble
exiled
imprisoned
executed
crucified
burned
killed
regarded
persecuted
sacrificed
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Islam

killed
welcomed
added
incorporated
traveled
brought
impressed
issued
granted
influenced
made
shared
scattered
structured
organized
joined
renouncing
forgiven
ate
drank
sacred
considered
addressed
gathered
described
tried

killed
welcomed
added
incorporated
traveled
brought
impressed
issued
granted
influenced
made
shared
scattered
structured
organized
joined
renouncing
forgiven
ate
drank
sacred
considered
addressed
gathered
described
tried

persecuted
followed
spread
grew
embraced
gave
appealed
repelled
offered
promised
give supervised
traveled
referred
built
traced
claimed
seemed
occurred
fighting
marched
prayed
reported
saw
bearing
ordered
were victorious
announced
persecution
declared
approved
granted
choose
continued
gain
gave

grew
embraced
gave
appealed
repelled
offered
promised
persecution
become
give supervised
traveled
referred
built
traced
claimed
seemed
occurred
fighting
marched
prayed
reported
saw
bearing
ordered
were victorious
announced
persecution
declared
approved
granted
choose
continued
gain
credited

emerged
believe
housed
brought
born
worked
married
troubled
mediate
according

emerged
believe
housed
brought
born
worked
married
troubled
mediate
according

stopped
housed
associated
introduced
contained
brought
traveled
called
followed
lived

stopped
associated
introduced
contained
brought
called
followed
lived
practiced
mixed
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understood
calling
encouraged
accept
became
called
devoted
urged
give
submit
listened
rejection
angered
feared
disrupting
faced
left
renamed
welcomed
grew
adopted
launched
returned
destroyed
worked
unite
died
proclaimed
continued
based
teaches
recognize
mediate
accept
declaration
believe
sent
face
pray
gather
called
giving
expected
visit
interpreted
focused

understood
calling
encouraged
accept
became
called
devoted
urged
give
submit
listened
rejection
angered
feared
disrupting
faced
left
renamed
welcomed
grew
adopted
launched
returned
destroyed
worked
unite
died
proclaimed
continued
based
teaches
recognize
mediate
accept
declaration
believe
sent
face
pray
gather
called
giving
expected
visit
interpreted
focused
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practiced
mixed
born
born
orphaned
raised
received
married
changed
called
mediated
according
soul-searching
believe
convinced
taught
abandoned
agreed
called
submission
submitted
changed
called
mediated
according
soul-searching
believe
convinced
taught
abandoned
agreed
called
submission
submitted
publicly preach
believed
lead
feared
accepted
beaten-up
stoned
decided
leave
resettled
marked
attracted

born
born
orphaned
raised
received
married
changed
called
mediated
according
soul-searching
believe
convinced
taught
abandoned
agreed
called
submission
submitted
changed
called
mediated
according
soul-searching
believe
convinced
taught
abandoned
agreed
called
submission
submitted
publicly preach
believed
lead
feared
accepted
decided
leave
resettled
marked
attracted
renamed
displayed
fashioned
joined
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engaged
contains
revealed
teaches
provides
emphasizes
believe
reside
helped
profess
overlooked
enjoyed
shape
determined
influence
developed
interpreting
applying
called
helped
converted
separate
governs
plunged
determined
inspired
surged
reached
faced
refused
succeeded
reunited
conquered
dashed
crossed
pushed
defeated
halted
besieged
failed
expand
knitted
spurred

engaged
contains
revealed
teaches
provides
emphasizes
believe
reside
helped
profess
overlooked
enjoyed
shape
determined
influence
developed
interpreting
applying
called
helped
converted
separate
governs
plunged
determined
inspired
surged
reached
faced
refused
succeeded
reunited
conquered
dashed
crossed
pushed
defeated
halted
besieged
failed
expand
knitted
spurred
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renamed
displayed
fashioned
joined
accepted
attacked
marched
surrendered
destroyed
pledged
converted
joined
died
unifying
entered
converted
joined
battled
declined
entered
went declared
follow
teaches
demonstrate
known
face
assemble
serves
closer
taught
support
fast
eat
drink
pilgrimage
perform
involved
arrive
Wear
physically /
financially able
believe
separate
carrying
ensures
lives

accepted
attacked
marched
surrendered
destroyed
pledged
converted
joined
died
unifying
entered
follow
teaches
demonstrate
known
face
assemble
serves
closer
taught
support
fast
eat
drink
pilgrimage
perform
involved
arrive
wear
physically /
financially able
separate
carrying
ensures
lives
are forbidden
eat
drink
gather
worship
expected
worship
includes
apply
expressed
revealed
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are forbidden
eat
drink
gather
worship
expected
worship
includes
apply
concerned
expressed
revealed
lived
listened
memorized
recited
suggested
collected
written
used
carried
spread
expanded
demonstrate
apply
regulated
assembled
separate
applied
helped
expanded
died
inspired
believed
divide
named
instructed
choose
elected
respected
elected
used
called
promised
uphold
abandoned
94

lived
listened
memorized
recited
suggested
collected
written
used
carried
spread
expanded
demonstrate
apply
regulated
helped
expanded
died
inspired
believed
divide
named
instructed
choose
elected
respected
elected
used
called
promised
uphold
abandoned
refused
declared
used
reassert
gained
organized
invoked
refer
used
applied
encourage
Justify
made
spread
saw
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refused
declared
used
reassert
gained
organized
supported
invoked
refer
used
applied
encourage
justify
made
spread
saw
drew
extend
defend
disciplined
commanded
enabled
unaccustomed
conflict
invaded
persecution
welcomed
identified
expressed
spread
chase
to accept
attracted
offered
attracted
forbade
allowed
retain
received
paid
exchange
treated
extended
allowed
played
accept
95

drew
extend
defend
disciplined
commanded
enabled
unaccustomed
conflict
invaded
persecution
welcomed
expressed
spread
chase
to accept
attracted
offered
attracted
forbade
allowed
retain
received
paid
exchange
treated
extended
allowed
played
continued
established
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attracted
pay
continued
established
Judaism

prayed
evolved
recorded
migrated
enslaved
promised
united
dedicated
high
forced
weakened
captured
destroyed
believed
interconnected
prayed
saved
excused
worshiping
violating
faced
absorbed
weakening
rejected
called
willing
to live
called
reestablishment
believed
to lead
crushed
captured
destroyed
leveled
killed
enslaved
killed
decided
to leave
defeated

prayed
evolved
recorded
migrated
enslaved
promised
united
dedicated
high
forced
weakened
captured
destroyed
believed
interconnected
prayed
saved
excused
worshiping
violating
faced
absorbed
weakening
rejected
called
willing
to live
called
reestablishment
believed
to lead
crushed
captured
destroyed
leveled
killed
enslaved
killed
decided
to leave
defeated
96

creating
lasted
began
shared
connected
settled
promised
used
to refer
contained
called
consider
respect
expressed
lived
commanded
moved
describe
happened
contain
teach
says
tells
roamed
went
worshiped
associated
belief
made
asked
prayed
looked
promised
protect
called
carry
looked
protect
called
make
migrated

creating
lasted
began
shared
connected
settled
promised
contained
called
consider
respect
expressed
lived
commanded
moved
tells
roamed
went
worshiped
associated
belief
made
asked
prayed
looked
promised
protect
called
migrated
threat
given
forced
fled
called
named
threatened
ordered
killed
adopted
raised
obeyed
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survived
extended
preserved
enabled
to survive
transported

survived
extended
preserved
enabled
to survive
transported
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threat
given
forced
fled
called
named
threatened
ordered
killed
adopted
raised
obeyed
lead
considered
climbed
pray
spoke
brought
written
delivered
believed
formed
between
promised
promised (2)
based
required
reports
wandered
returned
lived
change
settled
learning
attracted
frequently
fought
arrived
loosely
organized
lived
self-governing
reports
raise-up
unite
provide

lead
climbed
pray
spoke
brought
written
delivered
believed
formed
between
promised
promised (2)
reports
wandered
returned
lived
change
settled
learning
arrived
loosely
organized
lived
self-governing
reports
raise-up
unite
provide
chose
officiate
provide
delivered
included
regulating
resembled
softened
interpreted
believed
chosen
reveal
urged
to stay
taught
worship
lived
called
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chose
officiate
provide
delivered
included
regulating
resembled
softened
interpreted
believed
chosen
reveal
urged
to stay
taught
worship
lived
called
influenced
through
derive
characterizes
believed
promised
combined
soaked
expanded
pulled
scattered
united
continued
called
united
enjoyed
chosen
portrayed
given
bouts
succeeded
united
established
founded
succeeded
built
beautified
glorify
98

influenced
through
emphasizes
tended
believed
promised
combined
soaked
expanded
pulled
scattered
united
continued
called
united
enjoyed
chosen
portrayed
given
bouts
succeeded
united
established
founded
succeeded
built
beautified
glorify
built
stood
covered
richlydecorated
built
required
strained
forced
caused
revolted
divided
struck
paying
hoped
assure
siege
had fallen
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built
stood
covered
richlydecorated
built
required
strained
forced
caused
revolted
divided
fought
joined
fight
followed
struck
paying
hoped
assure
to fall
siege
had fallen
resisted
destroyed
conquering
lost
attacked
fall
destroyed
exiled
urged
keep
occurred
conquered
allowed
return
rebuild
completed
rebuilt
followed
return
rebuilt
considered
anointed
fighting
99

resisted
destroyed
conquering
lost
attacked
fall
destroyed
exiled
urged
keep
occurred
conquered
allowed
return
rebuild
completed
rebuilt
dominated
settled
crossed
moved
believe
encouraged
settle
resented
remove
helped
killed
remained
enslaved
forced
leave
restore
allowed
return rebuilt
considered
anointed
fighting
driven
found
focused
rebelled
stormed
destroyed
remained
killed
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deported
resumed
appeared
developed
found
focused
rebelled
stormed
destroyed
remained
killed
died
survived
ceased
driven
called
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died
survived
ceased
driven
called
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Verbs:
Treatment of
Women
Christian:

Islam

Connections to
Today
2001

Connections to
Today
2005

Patterns of
Interaction
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

led
welcomed
served
barred
worked
taught
viewed
led
dedicated
pray
tried
protect
inspired
punished

led
welcomed
served
barred
worked
taught
viewed
led
dedicated
pray
tried
protect
inspired
punished

Played
Accepted
Influenced
played
protected
executed
lived
played
protecting
achieved
married
scolded
harshlyspeaking
responded
answered
criticismsharply
played
taken
inspired
submitted
established
limited
discouraged
managed
respectfullyargued
fled

took
control
inherit
unwanted
killed
affirmed
won
prohibited
guaranteed

took
control
inherit
unwanted
killed
affirmed
won
prohibited
guaranteed

viewed
tried
regain
reclaimed
played
founded
supported
played
protected
executed
lived
played
protecting
achieved
married
scolded
harshlyspeaking
responded
answered
criticismsharply
played (2)
taken
inspired
submitted
established
limited
discouraged
managed
escaped
declare
gave
had
varied
supervised
participate
gain
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expected
submit
wanted
to divorce
forced
increasingly
isolated
expected
veiled
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Judaism

consent
marriage
participated
secluding
managed
ventured
continued
won
attend
entered
wearing
opposed
imitate
elected
return
saw
dismayed
against
emerged
spoke-out
realize
contribute

consent
marriage
participated
secluding
managed
ventured
continued
won
attend
entered
wearing
opposed
imitate
elected
return
saw
dismayed
against
emerged
spoke-out
realize
contribute

NONE

NONE
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declare
gave
had
varied
supervised
participate
gain

officiate
provide
delivered
included
regulating
resembled
softened
interpreted
believed
chosen
reveal
urged
to stay
taught
worship
lived
called
influenced
through
derive
characterizes

emphasizes
tended
officiate
provide
delivered
included
regulating
resembled
softened
interpreted
believed
chosen
reveal
urged
to stay
taught
worship
lived
called
influenced
through

Appendix D
Connections to
Today
2001

Connections to
Today
2005

Patterns of
Interaction
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

close
(followers)
large (crowds)
simple & moral
(lessons)
Jewish
(prophets)
new (beliefs)
spiritual
(salvation)
eternal (life)
ethical
(message)
major
(responsibilities)
dangerous
(troublemaker)
Jewish (priest)
Christian
(communities)
first (Christian)
Jewish
(communities)
Roman (world)
influential (role)
new (faith)
important
(communities)
world (religion)
tireless
(traveler)
Christian
(communities)
difficult
(doctrine)
Christian
(teachings)
tolerant

close
(followers)
large (crowds)
simple & moral
(lessons)
Jewish
(prophets)
new (beliefs)
spiritual
(salvation)
eternal (life)
ethical
(message)
major
(responsibilities)
dangerous
(troublemaker)
Jewish (priest)
Christian
(communities)
first (Christian)
Jewish
(communities)
Roman (world)
influential (role)
new (faith)
important
(communities)
world (religion)
tireless
(traveler)
Christian
(communities)
difficult
(doctrine)
Christian
(teachings)
tolerant

Jew & Roman
(subject)
public (ministry)
good (works)
Jewish (tradition)
one (God)
personal
(relationship)
eternal
(kingdom)
twelve special
(disciples)
historical
(records)
four (books)
large (crowds)
long awaited
(Messiah)
growing
(popularity)
Roman & Jewish
(leaders)
enthusiastic
(crowds)
chief (priest)
blasphemy
(teachings)
large & wooden
(cross)
first (apostle)
Jewish (law)
first (followers)
new (religion)
political &
religious
(opposition)
new (religion)
enormous

Jew & Roman
(subject)
public (ministry)
good (works)
Jewish (tradition)
one (God)
personal
(relationship)
eternal
(kingdom)
twelve special
(disciples)
historical
(records)
four (books)
large (crowds)
growing
(popularity)
Roman & Jewish
(leaders)
enthusiastic
(crowds)
chief (priest)
blasphemy
(teachings)
large & wooden
(cross)
Jewish (law)
first (followers)
new (religion)
political &
religious
(opposition)
new (religion)
enormous
(influence)
Roman (name)
fairly (safe)

Adjectives:
Founding
Of
Monotheistic

Religions
Christian
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(attitude)
Christian
(scapegoats)
better (life)
Greek (thinkers)
educated
(Romans)
Greek
(Philosophy)
new (converts)
devout
(Christians)
official
(religion)
common (faith)
common (way)
Christian
(community)

(attitude)
Christian
(scapegoats)
better (life)
Greek (thinkers)
educated
(Romans)
Greek
(Philosophy)
new (converts)
devout
(Christians)
official
(religion)
common (faith)
common (way)
Christian
(community)
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(influence)
Roman (name)
fairly (safe)
ideal (conditions)
common
(languages)
influential
(letters)
local (religion)
Hebrew (name)
Roman (name)
excellent Roman
(road system)
Roman (rulers)
Roman (gods)
Roman (rule)
Christian,
political, &
economic
(troubles)
powerful &
religious (force)
disastrous (fire)
widespread
(appeal)
personal
(relationship)
eternal (life)
small (groups)
several (local
churches)
apostle (Peter)
later (Bishops)
first (pope)
whole (church)
logical (choice)
critical (moment)
chief (rival)
divine (help)
Christian
(symbol)
Christian (God)
official (religion)
church (leaders)
basic (teaching)
church (leaders)

ideal (conditions)
common
(languages)
influential
(letters)
local (religion)
Roman (rulers)
Roman (gods)
Roman (rule)
Christian,
political, &
economic
(troubles)
widespread
(appeal)
personal
(relationship)
eternal (life)
powerful (force)
small (groups)
several (local
churches)
apostle (Peter)
later (Bishops)
first (pope)
whole (church)
logical (choice)
critical (moment)
chief (rival)
divine (help)
Christian
(symbol)
Christian (God)
official (religion)
church (leaders)
basic (teaching)
church (leaders)
single & official
(standard of
belief)
four (Gospels)
Church (leaders)
basic (beliefs)
Hebrew (Bible)
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single & official
(standard of
belief)
four (Gospels)
Church (leaders)
basic (beliefs)

Islam

ancient (shrine)
pilgrim (traffic)
wealthy
(widow)
devoted
(husband)
loving (father)
idol (worship)
moral (ills)
Muslim (belief)
illiterate
(merchant)
first (convert)
false (gods)
traditional (Arab
gods)
pilgrim (trade)
turning (point)
Muslim
(converts)
major
(religions)
final (judgment)
eternal
(punishment)
official (priest)
basic (duties)
other (prophets)
greatest
(Muslims)
Holy (city)
various (ways)
spiritual (effect)
final (authority)
complete
(guide)
ethical

ancient (shrine)
pilgrim (traffic)
wealthy
(widow)
devoted
(husband)
loving (father)
idol (worship)
moral (ills)
Muslim (belief)
illiterate
(merchant)
first (convert)
false (gods)
traditional Arab
gods)
pilgrim (trade)
turning (point)
Muslim
(converts)
major
(religions)
final (judgment)
eternal
(punishment)
official (priest)
basic (duties)
other (prophets)
greatest
(Muslims)
Holy (city)
various (ways)
spiritual (effect)
final (authority)
complete
(guide)
ethical
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powerful (force)
Bedouin (ideals)
warrior (skills)
Islamic (way of
life)
holy (months)
religious
(pilgrims)
ancient (shrine)
simple (house of
worship)
one (God)
religious
(environment)
powerful Meccan
(family)
little (schooling)
wealthy
(businesswoman)
good (marriage)
(good) business
great (interest)
Muslim (belief)
basic (principle)
Muslim (means)
close (friends)
first (followers)
Little (success)
traditional (Arabgods)
pilgrimage
(center)
Monotheistic
(beliefs)
small (band)
turning (point)

powerful (force)
Bedouin (ideals)
warrior (skills)
Islamic (way of
life)
holy (months)
religious
(pilgrims)
ancient (shrine)
simple (house of
worship)
one (God)
religious
(environment)
Hebrew
(prophet)
powerful Meccan
(family)
little (schooling)
wealthy
(businesswoman)
good (marriage)
(good) business
great (interest)
Muslim (belief)
basic (principle)
Muslim (means)
close (friends)
first (followers)
traditional (Arabgods)
pilgrimage
(center)
Monotheistic
(beliefs)
small (band)
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(standards)
harsh (penalties)
original
(Arabic)
unchangeable
(word of God)
shared
(language)
final &
complete
(revelation)
partial
(revelation)
Muslim
(societies)
Islamic (law)
Islamic
(traditions)
ethical
(behavior)
family
(relations)
Muslim
(scholars)
immense (body
of law)
Islamic (system)
Muslim
(community)
religious
(matters)
pious and
powerful
(leader)
Arab (unity)
Arabic (empire)
immediate
(crisis)
military
(conquest)
Muslim
(advance)
well-defended
(city)
astonishing
(series)

(standards)
harsh penalties)
original
(Arabic)
unchangeable
(word of God)
shared
(language)
final &
complete
(revelation)
partial
(revelation)
Muslim
(societies)
Islamic (law)
Islamic
(traditions)
ethical
(behavior)
family
(relations)
Muslim
(scholars)
immense (body
of law)
Islamic(system)
Muslim
(community)
religious
(matters)
pious and
powerful
(leader)
Arab (unity)
Arabic (empire)
immediate
(crisis)
military
(conquest)
Muslim
(advance)
well-defended
(city)
astonishing
(series)
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devoted
(followers)
impressive
(leadership
skills)
single
(community)
political (leader)
religious
(leaders)
military (leader)
Muslim
(religious)
Great (strides)
Entire (Arabian
Peninsula)
main (teaching)
other (beliefs)
Islamic (rituals)
Muslim (daily
life)
Islamic (House
of Worship)
less (fortunate)
social (responsiblity)
special
(religious)
Islamic (Holy
Month)
simple (meal)
grueling
(journey)
pilgrimage
(events)
identical
(garments)
Holy (book)
Final (judgement
day)
personal (life)
religious (life)
Islamic (society)
intoxicating
(beverages)
communal

turning (point)
devoted
(followers)
impressive
(leadership
skills)
single
(community)
political (leader)
religious
(leaders)
military (leader)
Muslim
(religious)
Great (strides)
Entire (Arabian
Peninsula)
main (teaching)
other (beliefs)
Islamic (rituals)
Muslim (daily
life)
Islamic (House
of Worship)
less (fortunate)
social (responsiblity)
special
(religious)
Islamic (Holy
Month)
simple (meal)
grueling
(journey)
pilgrimage
(events)
identical
(garments)
spiritual (needs)
physical needs)
personal (life)
religious (life)
Islamic (society)
intoxicating
(beverages)
communal

Appendix D
bold and
efficient
(fighting
methods)
determined and
unified
(patchwork of
tribes)

bold and
efficient
(fighting
methods)
determined and
unified
(patchwork of
tribes)
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(worship &
prayer)
central religious
(authority)
scholar (class)
religious
(teaches)
everyday (life)
original (source)
Islamic (belief)
Arabic (version)
Arabic
(language)
Muslim (control)
different (lands)
best (model)
prosper (living)
practical (form)
daily (lives)
religious
(matters)
criminal & civil
(matters)
same (God)
same (way)
New Testaments
(writers)
earlier
(revelations)
final (book)
final (Prophet)
each (religion)
Shari’a (law)
Muslim (leaders)
religious
(tolerance)
hugh (Muslim
Empire)
different
(cultures /
religions)
three
monotheistic
(religions)
clear (way)
Muslim (world)

(worship)
central religious
(authority)
scholar (class)
religious
(teaches)
everyday (life)
original (source)
Islamic (belief)
Arabic (version)
Arabic
(language)
Muslim (control)
different (lands)
best (model)
prosper (living)
Holy (book)
conquered
(people)
same (God)
same (way)
New Testaments
(writers)
earlier
(revelations)
final (book)
final (Prophet)
each (religion)
Shari’a (law)
Muslim (leaders)
religious
(tolerance)
hugh (Muslim
Empire)
different
(cultures /
religions)
clear (way)
Muslim (world)
tribal (custom)
Muslim
(community)
loyal (friend)
Muslim
(community)
few (individuals)
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sacred
strong
shrewd
feuding
impressive
splendid
ambitious
all Knowing
(God)
all Powerful
(God)
monotheistic
(religion)
Roman (gods)
Jewish (beliefs)
deep (divisions)
Greek (customs
and ideas)
religious
(ferment)
strict
(obedience)
Jewish (laws &

sacred
strong
shrewd
feuding
impressive
splendid
ambitious
all Knowing
all Powerful
monotheistic
(religion)
Roman (gods)
Jewish (beliefs)
deep (divisions)
Greek (customs
and ideas)
religious
(ferment)
strict
(obedience)
Jewish (laws &
traditions)
independent
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tribal (custom)
Muslim
(community)
loyal (friend)
Muslim
(community)
few (individuals)
Muslim
(community)
effective (mobile
army)
inner (struggle)
armed (struggle)
Muslim (state)
Muslim (state)
Muslim(territory)
further
(conquest)
Muslim (Empire)
swift highly
(disciplined
armies)

Muslim
(community)
effective (mobile
army)
inner (struggle)
armed (struggle)
Muslim (state)
Muslim (state)
Muslim(territory)
further
(conquest)
Muslim (Empire)
swift highly
(disciplined
armies)

religious
(tradition)
ancient (home)
moral (laws)
major (influence)
western (culture)
cultural
(crossroads)
Hebrew (people)
ancient
(Palestine)
early (history)
sacred (writing)
Hebrew (people)
important
(lesson)
single (god)
startling (leap)
specific (leap)
one and only
God
physical (being)
physical

religious
(tradition)
ancient (home)
moral (laws)
major (influence)
western (culture)
cultural
(crossroads)
Hebrew (people)
early (history)
sacred (writing)
Hebrew (people)
single (god)
one and only
God
physical (being)
physical
(images)
ritual
(ceremonies /
sacrifices)
mutual (promise)
male (babies)

Appendix D
traditions)
independent
(state)
Roman (rule)
Jewish(people)
Christian
(religion)
Jewish (temple)
(Rabbis)
(law &
traditions)
Roman (armies)
scattered
(communities)

(state)
Roman (rule)
Jewish(people)
Christian
(religion)
Jewish (temple)
(Rabbis)
(law &
traditions)
Roman (armies)
scattered
(communities)
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(images)
ritual
(ceremonies /
sacrifices)
mutual (promise)
greatest (figure)
Jewish (History)
male (babies)
two stone
(tablets)
ten (laws)
civil &
religious (laws)
new (covenant)
high (standard)
moral (conduct)
nomadic & tribal
(society)
city dwellers
Ancient
(Palestine)
simple (way)
personal
(magnetism)
Twelve (tribes)
separate
(territories)
Judicial &
military
(leadership)
most (prominent)
Hebrew (woman)
quite (separate)
Hebrew (society)
religious
(ceremonies)
most (important)
moral
(leadership)
social &
religious
(behavior)
strict (justice)
religious
(teachers)
moral (life)

two stone
(tablets)
ten (laws)
civil &
religious (laws)
new (covenant)
nomadic & tribal
(society)
city dwellers
simple (way)
Ancient
(Canaan)
Twelve (tribes)
separate
(territories)
Judicial &
military
(leadership)
most (prominent)
Hebrew (woman)
quite (separate)
Hebrew (society)
religious
(ceremonies)
most (important)
moral
(leadership)
social &
religious
(behavior)
strict (justice)
religious
(teachers)
right (conduct)
Hebrew (idea)
human
(behavior)
greater (equality)
harsh (features)
arid (desert)
rocky
(wilderness)
grassy (hills)
numerous
(limestone)
excess (rainfall)

Appendix D
right (conduct)
ethical
(monotheism)
Hebrew (idea)
human
(behavior)
three (religions)
harsh (features)
arid (desert)
rocky
(wilderness)
grassy (hills)
numerous
(limestone)
excess (rainfall)
ancient
(Palestine)
military (effort)
Canaanite
(neighbors)
large (tribe)
three (able)
new (kingdoms)
greatest (period)
three (kings)
tragic (man)
extremely
popular (leader)
Most- powerfulHebrew (king)
trading (empire)
crowning
(temple)
permanent
(home)
precious (gem)
magnificentbuilding
(projects)
forced (labor)
confusing (ups &
downs)
two (kingdoms)
common
(enemies)
weaker (power)
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ancient
(Palestine)
military (effort)
Canaanite
(neighbors)
large (tribe)
three (able)
new (kingdoms)
greatest (period)
three (kings)
tragic (man)
extremely
popular (leader)
Most- powerfulHebrew (king)
trading (empire)
crowning
(temple)
permanent
(home)
precious (gem)
magnificentbuilding
(projects)
forced (labor)
weaker (power)
mighty
(Assyrian)
ancient
(Palestine)
foreign (land)
new (empires)
ancient
(Palestine)
Jewish (people)
other (empires)
Hyksos (rule)
Asiatic (group)
racially- similar
warlike (rulers)
hard (labor)
Biblical
(scholars)
forever (grateful)
Hebrew
(prophet)

Appendix D
mighty
(Assyrian)
ancient
(Palestine)
foreign (land)
new (empires)
ancient
(Palestine)
Jewish (people)
forever (grateful)
Hebrew
(prophet)
wise & tolerant
(ruler)
sacred (rituals)
written (form)
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wise & tolerant
(ruler)

Appendix E
Connections to
Today
2001

Connections to
Today
2005

Patterns of
Interaction
2001

Patterns of
Interaction
2007

Christian:

early
(Christian)
official (role)
roman (world)
weak (women)
pure (women)
modest
(women)
same (offense)
spiritual (goals)
worldly (life)
monastic (life)
three (vows)
spiritual (value)
manual (labor)
physical (tasks)
basic (services)
Christian
(pilgrims)
Irish (church)
capable &
strong minded
(women)

early
(Christian)
official (role)
roman (world)
weak (women)
pure (women)
modest
(women)
same (offense)
spiritual (goals)
worldly (life)
monastic (life)
three (vows)
spiritual (value)
manual (labor)
physical (tasks)
basic (services)
Christian
(pilgrims)
Irish (church)
capable &
strong minded
(women)

medieval
(women)
declining
(fortunes)
religious
(appointments
&
organizations)
church
(authorities)
prominent
(rule)
other
(noblewomen)
similar (roles)
Several (wives
achieved)
Prominent
(reformer)
More (typical)
Equal (role)
Well-run
(household)
Protestant
(religion)
Religious
(leaders)

added (burden)
feudal (society)
medieval
(women)
church
(authorities)
prominent
(rule)
other
(noblewomen)
similar (roles)
Prominent
(reformer)
More (typical)
Equal (role)
Well-run
(household)
Protestant
(religion)
Religious
(leaders)

Islam

male (guardian)
spiritual
(equality)
greater
(protection)
inheritance
(laws)
Muslim
(women)

male (guardian)
spiritual
(equality)
greater
(protection)
inheritance
(laws)
Muslim
(women)

righteous
(women)
obedient
Muslim
(women)
specific (legal
rights)
Muslim
(women)

righteous
(women)
obedient
Muslim
(women)
specific (legal
rights)
Muslim
(women)

Adjectives:
Treatment of
Women
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different (roles)
upper-class
(women)
lower-class
(city)
rural (areas)
conservative
(countries)
secular
(influence)
educated
(Muslim
women)
unpopular
(government)
western
(cultural)
sincere
(loyalty)
Muslim
(values)
Muslim
(countries)
political
(forces)
severe (limits)
powerful
(positions)
important
(economic
roles)
Muslim & nonMuslim
(women)
full (potential)
national (life)
western
(influences)
Islamic (law)
massive
(unrest)
Islamic
(republic)
religious
(leaders)
secular (courts)

different (roles)
upper-class
(women)
lower-class
(city)
rural (areas)
conservative
(countries)
secular
(influence)
educated
(Muslim
women)
unpopular
(government)
western
(cultural)
sincere
(loyalty)
Muslim
(values)
Muslim
(countries)
political
(forces)
severe (limits)
powerful
(positions)
important
(economic
roles)
Muslim & nonMuslim
(women)
full (potential)
national (life)
western
(influences)
Islamic (law)
massive
(unrest)
Islamic
(republic)
religious
(leaders)
secular (courts)
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more (rights)
European
(women)
same (timeperiod)
Muslim
(women)
wealthier
(women)
rich/poor
(woman)
early (days)

more (rights)
European
(women)
same (timeperiod)
Muslim
(women)
wealthier
(women)
rich/poor
(woman)
early (days)
Indian
&Chinese
(women)
economic
(propertyrights)
Muslim
(women)
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religious (ones)
western (books)
new
(government)
open
(discussion)
secular
(government)
Islamic
(revival)
Muslim (lands)
moderate
(voices)
conservative
(clerics)

religious (ones)
western (books)
new
(government)
open
(discussion)
secular
(government)
Islamic
(revival)
Muslim (lands)
moderate
(voices)
conservative
(clerics)

NONE

NONE
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Hebrew
(woman)
Quite (separate)
Hebrew
(society)
Religious
(ceremonies)
Most
(important)
Moral
(leadership)
Social &
religious
(behavior)

Hebrew
(woman)
Quite (separate)
Hebrew
(society)
Religious
(ceremonies)
Most
(important)
Moral
(leadership)
Social &
religious
(behavior)

